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This study serves' as an introduction to the important
economic considerations that are necestar/ for an assessment of the
potential for solar heating and .cooling in the-United State,. The
first'chapter introduces the technology that is,used to tap solar
energy for residential and commercial applications and illustrates
the potentialksignifiCance of this energy source on a national scale.
A ethodology'for assessing the economic feasibility cf solar heating
a'nd coolingdspresetted in the second chapter with the results of a
study of material, labOr, parketing,-and engineering costs of solar'
equipment. The 'third chapter, applies the methodology to a study of
the,economiC feasibility of residential solar heating in-20 cities.
The potential for reductions in the cost of solar equipment through
mass production'and technology improvements, and the effects of
increases in conventional fuel prices ate included, in the feasibility
assessments. Finally, national security, envirnmentale.and
institutional considerations are discussed to place the economic
assessment in its prOper,perspective. (Author)
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preface

a

This study`was undertaKen in 1975 under support of the Office of Energy
0,D Policy (OEP) of.the National Science Foundation. It was recognized'that
there was a very considerable divergence in individual beliefs- and

_perceptions ab9ut the economic competitiveness of solar energy for the
heating or cooling of buildings and it was hoped to clarify this situation.
Arthur McGarity, who was a summet, intern Ikith OEP, was asked to.prepare
an analytical review and summary of the published literature and the
comments of authorities concerning the present and future prospects for
solar energy in these applications. The complexities of the question prevented
quick treatment. and Mr. McGarity continued the inquiry undeprISV support
when he returned to his graduate.stddies in Systems Analysis andEconomics
Tor Publircbecision Making, a "program of the- johns Hopkins University
Department of Geography and Environmental Engineering. ;

The drM't report which resulted was circulLed-for review to experts in
and out of government, ranging from solar energy enthusiasts to skeptics.
Their comments and criticisms helped produce an improved document of
enlarged scope! The final product thus benefited frOm many inputs, but the
most significant was Mr. McGarity's own. Those of us who worked with him
have greatly appreciated his diligence in pursuing an objective treatment of
this important subject.

Glen A. Graves
Senior Policy Analyst

. Vational Science Foundation
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This study serves as an introduction to the Comparisons are made using three setsof costs
important economic considerations that are for solar collectoriand heat storage ecwipment.

. necessary, for an assessment of the potential for The first set,.catIled Case I, uses costs that were
. solar heating and_cooling:in the United States. estimate& for systems 'built in 1975. Two cost

The first chapter introduces the reader to the reduction scenarios are applied to adjust the Case
technology that is lisecP to tap solar energy for I numbers to obtain the other two sets. The first
es4lential and commercial applications and ., cost reductiot scenario,' called ease H, accounts
illastiates the potential .significance of this for the mass production of collectors in a
energy sourceon a national scale. A methodoIng competitive Market situation. The second cost
for assessing the economic feasibility of ,sola'r reduction 'scenario, called Case III, accounts for

'chapter,
heating and cooling is presented in the second mass production, of collectors' and technology

ic chapter, with the results of a study of material, improvements that increase the efficiency of ,
-tabor, marketing, 'and engineering costs of solar colilectors aritl reduce the amount of mateerials

I equipment. The third chapter applies the required in the collectors.'
Imethodology to a study pf the economic feasibili-

i ty of residential solar heating in 20 U.S. cities. The cost of fuel for conventional space and hot
[ The potential for reductions in the cost of solar water heating is conVeniently expressed on a cost

equirmenf throu-gh mass, production and per unit of energy Jasis in dollars per million
technology improvements, and the effects ,of BTU of heat energy. The cost of solar collectors

''increaSes in cony entional fuel prices are included and heat storage equipment .can also be
in the feasibility -assessment!, Finally, national ..c.alccilated on thisbasis For comparisons. This is
security, env ironmental, and institutional con; . done by computing uniform annual costs for the

'sideraions are discussed to place the economic° .selitrtquipmenflased on a 20 year equipment
assessment in-its Proper perspective.- . lifetime and an interest rate of eight percent. The

.,. / .
_ - ' ''.- ., performance model; determines the amount of 'The primary result of the study is the 20 U.S. heat energy that is delivered 'by: the solar_

city cost C4oMparison of solar space and hot water equipment to a home in each of the 20 cities
heating (combined) with convQntional space and

- duriiig a typical year. The cost.of solar energy is-hot water, healing id detached residenoes, found by ,combining cost and performance es-Geographical variations ih conventional fuel 'timetes. . . ..
. Costs and solar heating system performance are ..-
considered, 'although geographical variations in Unlike solar energy,*the cost of conventional
solar equipment and .installalion costs!, are energy is subject tO fuel price, ricreases due to v,
neglected. The solar..cost data are obtained inflation and "rea11 price increases. To account
primarily from priv ate producers of solar beating for conventional fuel pride increases,. the cost
systems, and the conventional heating cost data comparisons ih this study incorporate an annual
are 6ttained from' suppliers of .' conv entional fuel price increase of 5 percent during the20 year,
energy (ria,tu.ralgas, oil, arttiele.ctricity) i.n each of lifetime of the .solar equipment. It may be that
'the *20 cftis. Solar ,equipment 'annual perfor- Inflation alone will be responsible for such.
'nonce estimates for each city are obtained by, increases during the next 20 years. 'IReal" fuel
combining climatic data with. equipment price increases due to the depletion- of conven-
Cliaracteristics as input. to a simulafion model tional fuels.. will improve the comparisons, in

'developed at the U.niversily of Wisconsin.

;

favor of,solar.heating,

vii
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Theresults of the cost comparisons showelhae
with no "real" increase in conventional fuel,
Prices, the installation of solar heating instead of
gle'ctric resistance beating canY.esult in savings
in 5 out of 20 cities With Case II costs and
performance and in 13 out of 20 cities with Case
III costs and performance. Also, it is shown that
Cade III "solar heating is competitive with oil
heatii1g in one out pf 8 cities. If an 8 percent, 20
year loan can'be obtained for the purchate of the
equipment, the savings- can be realized on a
monthly basis when mortgage pa3/ments are
compared with the monthly fuel bills for a
conventional heating systerri. These savings may

01,,,,pot occur imniediaely; but' they will occur at a
sufficiently early time so that the capital Cost and
financing charges for the solar -at( aipment
repaid at. sdrne,tim,e brfoie the 20 year loan term
expires.

Moreover, if a 2 perceit "real" increase in the
cost of conventional energy occurs each ,year,

J ti ,

Case II solar ,heating is competitive with elec-
tricity in- 9 out 9120 cities. Alsb, Case III solar
heating is competitive, with electricity in 17 outof
20 cities, with 1M in 3 o).11. of 8 cities, and with
natural gas in 1 out of 20 cities.

"This study contributes a methodology based oh
sound principles ofreTwineering eco'nomi the
.search for an analytic procedure for evaluatin

etonomic, potentials of solar heating and
cooling. Applying. the methodology to solar
healing in 20 U.S. cities shdws that there may 1zi
considerable "potehnal for the tapping of this
energy stource by economically prudent home
owners. HOwever, the final assessment of
economic reasitility is critically dependent on
assumptions about the cost and availability of
convent,ronal soarces of fuel. The true potential
for soljjr energy will be known onlY, when more
certaiinty exists concerning the future of conven-

. 'tional energy.,
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to
Solar. 'Heating and Cooling ,

.

1
4

Intere 'nth e utilization of renewable forms bf However, an evaluation of solutionsto energyenergy the United States has increased with problems is not complete without economic
our Nation's irk'reasing dependence on foreign . considerations.. In this area serious doubts arise

..... sources of nonrenewable petroleum. Depletion of concerning the true potential for this energydomestic petroleum 'arid' the recognition of source.-The owner of a home or small business
environmental problems -associated with the establishment faces an investment of several
utilization of conventional energy sources, has tbdusand dollrs for sol'a'r heating and cooling. In
induced a search for renewable..nonpollifting a new building, this equipmenOn be incnr-
energy supplies. The sun's radiation, absorbed porated.into the design, andpayment can .be
by a colle'ctor app'aratu9.. and com,erfed into low included in the financial arrangements for the.. ''temperatu-re (100°-2007ahrenheit) heat, is one entire building. Installation of equipment on an
source of energy Wet is both renewable and existing structure (vtrofitting).is usuafly ac-
nonpolluting. Installation of the ,Proper equip- complished 'at-a higher price dile t:o the costs of
ment on a home or commercial building enables mildificatiqns to tint ofiginal climate control
the use of solar energy in tiiiis form for domestic system an building architecture.
Water heating and for room heating and cooling.

Solar, heating and. cooling is `called
Equipment Nir,' these applications of solar "economical" in this study when ,the costs

energy is amen ly available and demonstrations associated with it are less than the costs of.using
have proved t aibnildings can be heated in most an- alternative conventional fuel. For simplicity,_
Sections of !the country and both heated and natural gas, fuel oil, and electricity are called

'cooled in many others (1). Since,water heating, "conventional fuels."-The `:alternative conven-
space Beating, and air conditioning are responsi- tional fuel:, or simply "alternative fuel", is the
ble for aboul 25 percent 'of the Nation=s total conventional Fuel which competes most
energy demand, the installation of such equip- succesSfully against solar. energy. Ib most parts
,menu On ;a, ?large percentage of the country's . of the United States the' alternative is either
buildings wound significantly reduce demiands natural gas, fuel oil, or electricity depending on '
for conventional fuels (2). Environmental disrup- price, availability, and the preferences of the
tions are limited to those associated with builder or, the building owner. In ' order to
obtaining and processing theraw'materials such determine if the installatiort of solar equipment'

, as copper and aluminum from which solar on a certain type of building in a particular
equipment is built. Thus': it'appears that the rapid location is economical, the price of the alternative
proliferation of solar heated and cooled buildings fuel must be known,.and price fluctuations have

l'.74*may help to solve two problems: that of main- made it Very difficult tb predict tlf future'cost of
.I ttanning an adequate energy supply and that 'of fuels.

reducing environthentall .ollution. It is important -.. , -,to note that these two problems (Alen generate - There are a number of factors, that affect the
crOnflictinesolutions.' .,

. price of conventional fuels. One important ,

9
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intluend is inflation which causes theprice of all
..,.--

goods to increase as the purchasing power of the
dollar decreases, Another factor is thescarcity
caused byilke depletion of nonrenewable fossil
fuels which also causes increases in fuel price. s. A
third ,cause of pric'e fluctuations is Ole err.
nature of international politics bp.11 causes the

...prices of. Importied fuels to vat} in both direc,-
tions. .

I' A major advantage to the installation cif a solar,
energy system is a degree of isolation from the
,uncertainhes pi fuel price. fluctuations. After.

c solar equipnlent. has been ptirchased and in-
4

stalled. solar energy is delivered to thebuilding
free of, charge and independent of fuel price
incrAses. The cost of the auxiliary energy\,
required during cloudy weather is Oleo* major'
cost that is subject to change.

Technical and economic feii Alt lei, art'
necessary. but nor sufficient .co ('tions for the
occurrence of widesprend solar energy use.
Institutional barriers sQinetves exist 'that
riiirttbit the installation (if the leitst expensive
systems or add to they fitandid burden of
purchasing and operating 'the eel uiptuen t. ,Ex-
amples' are, zoning regulations that restrict the
height of structures and pi operly taxis on solar
addanms %%hal may add subgtantially to the
annual cost of heating and twoling a building.
Ins.titotunil tit I anp,uments, 'can lit; modified,

,, though. -..to eliminate harriers and., in.. some
instances. to encourage the public to utilizesolai
energy. Foexample. this -can be done-through the
provision of economi centik es of by iestru.-in
ling 4fiei use of conve tonal fuels (3,4). ,-

ti
Focus

Scope of Study

The primary focus of this study is on the
-economics of solar heating and cooling. In
addition, technical aspects and ,institutional
considerations are treated in orde'r to place the
economic analysis-in its propec perspective. It is

:important to emphasize that this study does not
attempt to predict the future success or failure of
the solar heating and cooling industry. Such an
effort would require knowledge of the future
pricesfluctuations.of kionventional-fuels. and the
autiloydoes nut wish to become embroiled in the
controuirsy sue founding the variouspredictions
of future fuel pi-lc.es.

A

Contribution

The major contribution of this study is a
detailed assessment of the costs involved in
heatin32 anil cooling, zi,ingle family, residence
%kith told!' energy. pv:t ual 1975 costs are iliscuss-
ed as well as the costs which cm/ be expected
k ith mass productjon of flat plate collectors and
with adyanced collector designs. In addition, a
methodology i . presented that enables the
comparison of i n investment irt splar equipment
with tin inve ment in conventional equipment.
The approach is called "life-cycle cost gnalysts;:
and it relies heavihy on the principles of engine r-
ing economics. It enables thettalmparison of solar
energy, with conventional fuels on the basis of
dolly's per unit of ,energy.

Although the methodology is geVeral and can
be used to treat both heating and co ling, only.
:Oar heating is treat(;( with enough de it for an
accurate assessment. The information on \the cost
and perfiirmance of solar cooling systems Is
currently too sketchy to enable- more than a
hypothetical guess concerning the perfrnsMance
to he expected and It rough estimate of the gists
involved. ..

. ,.., i..
%The results, of this apalysis of solar costs, Witt

combined with information on'the current cost of
conventional fuels, serve as initial conditions for

4 an analy sis that comperes the economics of solar \
energy with the economicst of conventional
energy sources. It is important to note that the,
price of, solar energy' is determined through
essentially. free m.y`kel interactions while .he
prices of conventional fuels result from 'a high
degree of government regulation. When predic-
tions are madeconcerning future inflation
rates, conventional filet price fluctuations that
occur in addition to in flatinn; and changes. in
government policycomparisons can he made.;
but their accuracy is no greajer titan the accuracy
of The predictions. A variation of this approach is
to treat government policy as a variable and to
test jhe effects of- different policies si the
comparisons. This study supplteg a methodology

,., and a set of initial conditions Uhichenables the
resider to make such cmnparis'ons.

Chapter Summaries

The'au rent chapter introduces the reader who
rs unf7imiliar:with this use of solar energy to the
technictil fundamentals. This,studyideals only, .

2
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1

with thoe systems that use the sun's radiation to
heat directly a fklid and that utilize the collected
energy 'at rather low temperatures tinploy'sil for
space heating anif fin powering heat driven
cooling apparatus.

The analysis does not inc de solar-electric
systems for,homes Which use hotovoltaic cells,
or generators driven by heat engines.
Photovoltaic conversion of solar energy' is
presently more expensive and less efficient than
thermal conversion. Heat engines usually require
hiher temperatures which may be obtained by
using focusing. collectors that track the sun as it
moves across the sky. Low temperature collec-
tqrs use a simpler and less expensive flat plate
which can be mountedt.in a :fixed position.
Research effolts are being dirlifted 'toward
improving the efficiency rind reducing the cdst of
solar-electric systems, but must'of the work is
,
concerned IA ith large scale centralized generating
facilities'. (5).

Tociicquaint the reader with the possible
contribution that solar heating and cooling of
buildings can make to the total energy re-
quirements of ther.tntted States, gie fir4 chapter
also presents an overview of energy use in
relidential and commercial .buildings. Three
hypothetical levelsof solar heating and cooling
development are exit ned. to determine their
significance on a national

The chapter is a discussion 'of the
important factors that comprise an economic
analysis of solo' heating and Cooling. The
principles of life - cyclic ost analysis are
presented,. and a-method is described Foy eT(4
pressing the cost of solar energy on a dollat:per
unit of energy basis. Estimated 1975 material,
labor, engineering, and marketing costs for a
solar heiiting system, on a single - family residence
are priisezted as derived from a survey oft
demonstration projects, equipment producers,
and other studies, Pertormance.characteristics of
solar heating and cooling systems are set forth,
wld the use of, -simulation' models to predict
performance is described. One such performance
model, recently developed at the University ^of
Wisconsin, is used to generate perfurmance
curses for a solar heating system sopply hig town
heat and domestic-hot )voter to,i single- family
detached residence in a variety of geographical
locations(6).

Cost information anperformance curves are ..
,combined to create curves that show fhe varia-
tion of cost Pei unit of solar energy with the size
of .the system. It is then shown how the,cost of
solar .energy canbe compared with'the cost of,
other more conventional fuels. Furthermore,
cons)deration is given to the proper sizing of a
spleni so that it supplies heating and cooling toil
building at the minimum cost. Finally, it is shown
that when assumptions are made concerning
changes in the prices of conventional fuels, life-
cycle cost analysis can beapplied to determine if
ji Egst savingsyvill result over thelifetiilne of the
solar equipment. .,

- ,

The final chapter applies thea method of
aridly sis deuloped in the second chapter to solar
heating in the United States. Also, an example is I 4.,

constructed t show how, th-c--Tin olysis can, be
applied to co bined heating and In the

e
heating anakysifs, 20 U.S. cities are chosen for an
economic comparison of soliir heating, with
conventional heating methads..*.

'The comparisons are made for 1975 solar costs
and for two solar cost redUction scenarios which

.
presume saving* from mass production. and
advanced collector design. The costs of conven-
tional 'fuels are projected from,1975 1:ostg with
adjustments for inflation...In locations where
solar heating is not cost competitive' \ with .

conventional hernilfg, the fuelprice irk:011;5e -'...,
,.necessary to bring about a competitivestuation

is shown. IAISo, three cities are selected for a
detailed analysis of the optimal sizes and of the
corresponding capital and animal costs of solar
heating systems.. ,

`The'final section of the third chaptecliscusans
institutional factor's which may 'either inhibit oi
encourage grOwth. In addition the n'opeconomic
benefits of significant solar development' are
discussed.

3

I

Technical Fundamentals
, .

Solar heating systems generally consist of four
major, parts: .4 collector, a storage unit,.
auxilia'ry\onOUsing a on entional fuel, and a,
distribution system. Solar cooling systems are

essentially Mel same with the addition of a
()tiling unit powered 13-y solar heat energy. The

auxiliary unit. and distribution system are

.
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TYPICAL SOLAR IkEATINGA,ND CO,OL11116 SYSTEM

L
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COLD WATER L ' ,...... -.-- -..-- . .J. e

I , 0 e. , ' _
Figure is TypiCal solar heating and woling system using water as the collector circulation fiord and a water tank for heat

a stotage The conventional furnace operates in a parallel mpde with the cgllector and storage unit.....
0 ; st .., .

'usually the same dS equipinent used in.. d plate by passing a fluidAver tbe plate or through
cum, entii;ns.il heating and cooling systein. A tubes connected to the surface of the plate.
schematic 'diagram of a lypical.pmbined heating )

The plate is mounted in a panshaped enclosure
and cooling system is shown'in Figure -1. 'Many ' with oneor two sheets of glass above the plate
variations are possibWThe sun's-energy arrives

e , allowing light to pass through and reducing heat
in the form of radiation at frequencies in and loss..due to infrared r-adiatiog and the cooling

41 ...
around the visible light spectrum. The amount of effects of wind. Inting material install. energy reaching the surface of the earth. is .

below the plate reduces heat loss to the suppor-
dependent on the geographic location, the time of

,- -ling structure. Several 'collec,tor modules are
year, (he time of day, and weather conditions. connected and mounted, together in a panelv . , assembly sized to provide the des:ireaamount of
Collectors . heat energy. . - 1

i
1., f . .

.. . "he ftioSt comimin type of collector uses a flat Because the United States iS located in the
metal plate to absorb the radiAtion. A coating Northern Hemisphere, the sJin is found in the
surface (usually flat black paint) Js incorporated ..southeep.sky during most of the year. Thus4he
with the plate to allow maximuni absorption of collecto? surfoce must face the south and be tilted
the sun's rays. When the plate's temperature, at an arigle to the horizontal. When the solar
begins tit rise, heat energy is remmed from the system is,,included in tht desi of a., rew

I

4
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FLAT PLATE COLLECTuR
s

DESIGN
e0

,t

f

BACK PAN

GLASS PLATE6

ABSORBER "PLATE

WITH TUBES

INSULATION

AIR GAPS

Figure Flat plate collector design for a water type collector The water tubes are fabricated at thec011ector plate.
- _

building, part of the roof cadbe replaced by the is- us5aily' necessary to circulate the water
-collector asspmbly,,and the rooi slope,Can be made through the.co,llector and the connectingsnping.
to correspond to the-proper collectrir tilt. When air is used to collect the heat, -a 'blower

Both liquids and gases are appropriate for use forc0 the air through connecting ductwork into

i

`the collector and over -the surface of the plate.as heat collection and chstribtrfion flpicrs%Niter
is the commonly, used liquid that Finned or honeycombed projections on the_plate

can be used to increase heat transfer to thecommooly4sed gas. The system shown in Figur
6. ------circulating air.I uses water. Water-systems use collectors with

tubes jasterted to the platd o r shaped in the late
by a 1abrieation techniqUe. One design of this
4-YPC is illustrated in. Figure 2; CorroSion irk
'Oiling chgfiticals ate added to the, water,, and
freezing is avoided by adding, antifreeze-or 'by
draining the collectors whenever freezing

ti

IP temperatures occirr, A pump driv en by elect ricity

r

Strap .r ,

Stor;ige of solar energy is necessary to provide
heating and cooling -during nights and on days
with s.ignificant cloud cover. Hek,collected in
water systems can be stored by holding a large"
quantity OT,the heatfdwater.in an insulated tank.

1 3
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(temperature'stratifijation) can be pi oduced in
pebble beds, incre'Aing, the efficiency of the
system.

,Auxiliary Enrgy and Distribution Systems
. ,

omiciconsidecations usually require.that
4 i-thrisdlar syp,#rn be sized toprovide less than 100

percent ciGttlie year's teatinglipd- cooling re -
, . cluirem ents.` Many locations experience minters

with orfg periods of very' low temperatuAs
accompanied by low quantities of Insolation
(incident solar radiation); During these periods
c,onventional energy source must supply energy.
Equipment sized to fully accomodate these
extreme circumstances is ,simply Rio costly.
Con' entional 'heating equipment is used in an

., auxiliary mode to supplement: the solar equin-
e ment. For domestic but water 'a con\ entional hot

water heater can be used to boost thertemperature
cif the solar heated water. For space heatimg,
electric resistance heating; a het puinp, or a:
natural gas or oil furnacelt, an be operated in
parallel with the solar ,equipment. Also, the
abSorption cooling unit can he' designed for
orteiation from the _ellergy in heated water
supplied by the solar equipment ur frym heat
obtained from corm entional energy source.

4
The hating distribution system can make

direct use of the elevted temperature of either
the collector's circulating fluid or the storage
unit. In water systems hot. water from the

;collectors or the storage' unit is circulated
through a network a room radiators or' through

,Coils over which air is blown for distribution_ n
ductwork. In air systems heated air from the
.collector or from storage is blown directly into

-.., the rooms through a system of ducts. In both
systems hot water.f or domestic use is heated by
passing the, waiter through, a heat exchanger
whfcl transfers heat from the circulating fluid or
from storage.

,

- , k

COOlOg

The coaling system con'§ists of a heat powered
air conditioner similar hp cooling units powered

V

Water is Well suited fur this purpose because of
it's high heat capacity. An in expen e method uf
storing the heat collected in fiir systems uses an
insulated ,bed`of roughly` equally sized pebbles
through which the air.is oisSed. The Creation uf
temperature layws in the storage. unit

Nr

(

by the combusstion of naturatgas. These"absorp-
tom type" our condition.ers require temperatures
uf at least i80° F for operation, while heating
requires temperatures, around 120° F. The
requirtThient for higher collection and storage
temperatures for cooling usually dictates that a
water sy sti-on, be used. Air collection and pebble
beil storage iinut reliable-fur thesupply of ;neat at
temperaturesgreater than 150°F However, in
dry climates where stir conditioning b,yt

dehumidification and apc.oitionsis sufficient to
meet cooling needs,loWer temperature stylar heat
can be used to aid.the Operation of an et,aporative
cooler. Another technique used in dry climates

,operates by chilling water at night by radiation to
the'cool night sky. The miter is stored and used
for cooling the next day.

'

Typical Opel-ation

Operation of the heating and cooling syStein
requires a system for controlling the interoictioas
of the four major parts. Variations in heating and
cooling loads and inthe amount of available solar
energy impose the need for different operating
modes.. When sunshine is plentiful anti the load is
low, collected energy is stored until the capacity
of the storage unit is reached. If the load is high
during d periold of cloud col, er, heat is withdrawn
Prom. storage until it 'is depleted and auxiliary
energy ,is required. A control system utilizing
temperatuee sensors and relays or electronic
switching apparatus can automatically operate
the components, maintaining the inside
temperature at the desired level as set by a
thermostat

Figure 3 illustrates the operation4ii a residen-
tial solar heating system during a typical 3 day
period in the winter. The first.ay is characteriz-
ed by a partly cloudy morning and pa clear
afternoon with mild temperatures throughout the
day. The heating load is low and solar energy is
available in quantities large enough to meet ,the
entire load and charge the storage unit to' full
capacity. After the storage unit is fully charged,
additional incident solar energy is necessarily
wasted. During the night of the first day, unusual
weather activity, such as the arrival of a cold
front, lowers temperatures and the heating
demand increases. Heat, stored [hiring the day is
withdrawn from the storage unit to maintain
constant temperatures indoors.

The second day is partly sunny with continued

14
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Soler eileating System Operation

0

Meeting Load

Collected Solar Energy

Auxiliary Energy..

SUNSET ,S,ONRISE_ SUNSET

Ty-pical.3 Day Perio4 in Winte r
'4.

/SUNRISE

Figure 3. Solar heating system operatidn. An modes of operation are displayed.

low 'temperatures. Solar energy lgupplies the
entire heating load during most of the day and
adds a small 'amount of heat to storage. During
the night of the second day; the energy in storage
is depleted and the auxiliary unit must supply the
entire load. The third day is mostly overcast with
ln,w teinperalures, and _the solar energy is not
sufficient to meet the loaCi. The auxiliary unit is

used to supply- varying portions of ,the load

7t.

thr tighout the day. -

Ther components and system dqcribed above
use fairry unsophisticated technology and no
improvements are necessary to provide a depen:
dable working system. However,_several design
improvements can be made to increase the
efficiency of energy collection. Collector plate
coating surfaces, .called selective surfaces, are
being developed which absorb mast of the
incident radiation but reradiate almost none of

235-724 0 -'77 - 3

the absorbed energy'.

A totally different collector design has the
absorptive surface and fluid flow tubes enclosed
in an airtight glas Cylinder. A vacuum is created
in the interior, of the cylinder, substantially
reducing heat losses.to the surrounding air an,d
making the collector more efficient at the high
temperatures' required for cooling. Manufac-
turers of this type of collector are hopeful that
production techniques similar to those used to
make fluoreScent lamps and vacuum tubes can be
used to produce the cylindrical collectors at low
cost. It is also hoped that the amount of metal in
the collector surface can be reduced by using
recently-developed advanced heat' transfer
.technology such as -that in "heat pipes" (7).

This section has briefly revi&ed thetechoical
aspects of heating and cooling with solar energy

7
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.A more rigorous and detailed titeatment of
technical fundamentals can be found in Chapter
59 of the 197-1, Applications Volume of the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and
Pitt ConditioninEngineers recently compiled by
John Ye llott with the support of the National
Science Foundation RANN Program (8).

a

Growth Scenarios

The quantity of energy useclAy_ the Nation for
solar heating and cooling applia`tons is closely

CD

C

15

related to the he'at'ing tooling energy demand
of residential' and commercial buildings. In

,-addition, the rate of growth of this energy
demand due to the cutfil ruction,of new buildings
is important because solar equipment is more
easily incorporated into the design of new
buddings.than installed in existing buildings.'
Figure '4 shows tilt total space heating, domestic
hot water! and air conditioning energy re-
quirements:for -residential and commercial
buildings iNhe United States in 1970 with
projection of requirements for-1990. The figures
for both years are taken from the Federal Energy

Residential and Commercial Energy- Use
1970 and 199 0

MN

NAM

AIR CONDITIONLNG

HOT WATER

HEATING

17 6

81 3

4 4\
6 1

895'
r, 7, 7

014-r,

47

1970 . 19-70

RESIDENT.IAL -COMMERCIAL

.

- ": g ;

9

6 0

X77 1

7 2-1.1111.1.11.
12 5

80 3--
l'.V.ite '44

4

1990
COMMERCIAL

s*Z

1, Figure 4. t$isplay of residential and commercial energy use In- 1970 and 1990 (Source Project IndependenCe See reference

9.)
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A,dministration's Project Independence reprt Table 1; Use aSelarkleatIng and Cooling
i-

base case projections (9). It is seen that space Three+lypothetical Growth Scenarios for U.S.

heating and hot water are responsible forthe e ,
..greatest portion of the load, whereas air con- 1 , '.. 1990 % Of

ditioning (cooling) is reponsible for only a small .4, .Energy Total 1990 % Of
portion in bbfh years. . from Solar Energy for Total 1990 .

. (X' BTU/ . Heating & U.S. Energy,Studies have shown that combined solar. .
Year) , - Cooling Demand °

heating And cooling instal lions a'e sometimes ' ,

a

More cost effective t heating 'or cooling
installations alone (10 . This is bepause the'

.collector and storage unit can be used during the

_Scenario I ...... .. .
Scenario-it ... ....
Sc 111. Scenario

0 28
0 91
5 5

1 4%
4.7%

28 4%

04%
1.2% -
7 1 /0

.,
entire year in many locations. However, the , ,)

. significance of this fact is diminishedon a Venal io I --No oh old New so;ai installations supply 5% of 1970-1990 growth in

national scale by the information display-+d in '':`, tdvioter and space-Qting load and 1% of 1970-,1990 growth in air Conditioning

Figure 4, It shows the small size of the cooling o- Scenario IISolar retrofits installed to suppli 5% of 1970 hot water and space
load in tel to .the total energy used fur ...heating load and 1% of 1970 air conditioning load by 1990 New solar installations

, .

climate control and domestic water heliting. Cost v..
same as Scenario I *

Scenario 111`.--Sglar retrofits supply 25% of 1970 hot water and space heating loadstudies' escrCiinot he economies associated withI ,-, r_.,- and 10.i o& 12Z0 air cimditioning bad by 1990 ktso new sofa / installations supply,
cota led lifiating aiiLl'imoling must be taken into 4o...1 197o-1990 growth in space heating and hot water load and 15% of 1970-1990

growth in air conditioning ldadacc nt in light of the fact that many residences- ,
.

Other Assumptions ,.'an" commercial establishments in the.United
1) The numbers are based on Ng 4 which is for end use consumptic:n 2) It isStates currently require lit41e or .no, energy for
assumed that the heatCg and cooling load will continue to makeup 25% of tnetotai ....

Spike cooling purposes. Nevn.rtheless, the 1990 US energy dergand in 1990

projection indicates that ttie demand'. foie ifir . f-

conditioning and the corresponding potential for ,

solar cooling yelopment may increase to a from information in Figure 4 using the listed sit_

sigriificat ever. It
occurs in the, south rn and

It is also important to note that of assumptions fi lir each scenario. Scenario I,

most this loanvolving only ncw construction, is technically'tc
stern Sta4es where summer sunshine is

feasible and May be economically feasible if the
cost of .solar equipment becomes competitiveplentiful. In these. regions widespread use of. with conventional fuel costs. Seenario II il-solar- cooling might help to allaviate the peak lustrates the large increase in solar utilizationloading problems of electric utilities caused by
t.--haris pyssible, with a very small percentage ofelectric air conditioners (11). The potential_ for rArorit'.applications. Scensitio III shows thethis type of benefit is obscured when national,
intense degree of solar development Which wouldrather than regional energy consumption figures

are considered. ,he required to supply a largeportion of the
heating and cooling load by 1990. This level of

'Fable 1 describes the significance of v arious (Iev(lopment (5z5 x 101' BTU, year from solar
.degrees of s0),.or energy utilizaliun under three heating a cooling) might require the installa-
hypothetical . sciiihn los of introduction "and bon of. siNie 40 to 60 minima solar units an
grow th. The numbers in the table are calculated residential and commercial buildings by 1990.

e-
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CHAPTER ?

*Solar Heating
and Cooling Economics ,

An economic assessment of solar hot Wafer
heating space conditioning equipment can be
'accomplished using techniques gimilar to those
.used in the analysis of any project requiri9 a
large capital investment, This "capital intense"
aspect of solar equipment is.in sharp contrast to.

,conventional systems which have a mudh lewer
initial cost for equipment and a rather high
operatinge`ost or fuel throughout the lifetime of
the equipnlen . An accurate comparison of solar
equipment ith conventional ,equipthent Must
consider al, costs gssociated.with, the purvilase,
instalIatio , anti lifetime operation of both tl;pes.
of equip nt. Corisequently,the well established
techniq s of engineering economics are begin',
ning to e applied as "rife-cyble cost ,analysis"-to
compa isons of solar with conventional equip-
ment. 12, 13).

° .00

. Life Cycle Cost Analysis

A life cyclecost analysis gathers expenses that
o cur at different times into one cost number that
an be used to compare alternatives. There, are
wo schemes forgrouping costs that yield the

same result when comparisons are made. One is
triepresent value method" which treats all costs
occurring throughout the lifetime of the 'equip-
ment as'if they could be paid. at the present. The
other approach is the- iannrial cost method"
which freat% these costs as if they occurred in
even annual payments during the equipment's
lifetime. This method ,is especially useful for a
heating, and cooling cost study because the
annual cost Cliviiied,.by the amount of energy
supplied d uting..a yer yields an estimate of the

average amount paid for each unit of.energy.

When the costs that actually ,do occur on an
annual basis (such as fuel and maintenance
costs) do not Change frofn year to year, both.
methods are/ gtraightforward, and either ap-
proach is sufficient for making comparisons.
HoWever, When annual "costs areexpectedto vary
each year due to changing prices, 'the present
value of these 'costs must be cojculated.before a
uniorm annual cost figure can be computed.

''Thus, since fuel prices are of a changing nature, it
is important to understand both the present value
and the annual cost approaches for a comparison
orsolar with conventional heating and cooling..

Both methods assign *realer value to e)Cpen-'
diiures made at the present than to those made
sometime in the future. Thit. priority occurs
because ,one 'dollar received at the. psesedt is
equivaleni to more than., one dollar received a
year lAter since the first dollar can be invested to
collect interest. In- fact, it can be observed that
money has a "time value" to a consumer and that
this value is associated with the interest one
ruu,V pay on a loan. The interest rate paid by a
consumer actuallytonsists of three components:
a percentdge reflecting the consumer's time value
of money, a percentage accounting for the risk
incurred by the, lender, and a percentage deter-
mined by the lender's estimate of the average
inflation rate during the load period (14, 15).

P resent Value Method

The present value method accounts for the time
value of money by multiplying costs occuring in
future years Ely a fractional discounting factor
which is made smaller each year. These reduced

L
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annual costs are added together to.ubtain a single
number that is equal to the present value of fhe,
future annual expenditures. This number
represents the amount that could be invested at
interest in the preSent to ,yield the amount

. necessary to pay all of the future annual costs as
they occur. 'Thus, the present value is less than

-the sum of all the future annual costs. The present
value of the entire investment' is calculiited by
adding, the initial purchase and installation
expenses, which actually do occur at the present,
to the present glue of future annual costs.

The factor used to reduce the future annual
costs is determined by a number called the
discount rate (d) which has the same value as the
relevant interest rate. Annual costs are, reduced
in the first year liy,1 (1+d), in the second year by
1/(1+(1)2, in the third year by 11(1+d)', and so on.
Thus when annual'cost; are constant each year,
the present value of these costs iscalculated by/ the'formula 1:

(PRESENT
VALUE

=

ANNUAL
COSTS

CONSTANT
ANNUAL -

COSTS

x (I 1/11+d))
1=1

1 1.--"
d i+d

(11

*here n is the lifetime of the equipmerit (12).

When annual 'busts are expected to increase
with time, an additional factor'must be used to
account for this increase. When the fractional
annual irfcrease in -such a cost is denoted by e, the
initial annual cost is increased by afactor of (1+e)
in the first year, by (1,:+e)' in the second Yeatlxy
(1+e)' in the third. year, and so pn. Thus the
present value formula becomes formula 2:

PRESENT ..
VALUE,

where 8 =

(ANNUAL) X '8

COSTS

n
(i+e)) 1+e [-(1+en

l'"=1 1+d de 1+d

unless e is equal to d, and in
n (13)'. Thresent value of the

1

(71

caseBis.equartu
tire investment

is found by adding the appropriate present talue
of annual Lusts to the initial purchase and
installation expenses as in formula 3:

VALUE / INITIAL ) PRESENT VALUE

ENTIRE EXPENSES + ANNUAL [3)
MVESTMENT COSTS

Annual Cost Method

The annual cost method accounts forthe time
value of money by treating the Resent value of
the entire inystment as if it will be financed by a
loan with compound interest and no down
payment. The uniform 'annual payment for this
arrangement is found by using the uniform
capital recovery formula:

ANNUAL
COST

f
PRESENT

ENTIRE
INVESTMENT

X
r (1 +r)n

(1+0".1
141

-where r is the interest rate and n is the lifetiMedf
the equipment (12).

Since the uniform., annual cat depends On the '
results of the present value analysis, the for-
mulas for present value can be used td-simplify..'
formula 4. One simplification arises frianthefatt
that the time value'of money is the same for both
methods. Thus, d is equal to r. Again there are
tivii_casesinVolving actual annual costs for fuel
and maintenance. First, when - annual costs '
remain Konst rom years td :Year, ,forniula. 4
becomes:

UNIFORM ; n CONSTANT
IN.r1AL r11+f)

ANNUAL': = X + ANNUAL
E xPeNses +,)n_i

(COST COSTS...
[51

Forrmila i can be better understood'by thinking
of the uniform annual cost ,as being the amount
one would pay each year totkards repaying a loan
made to purchase The heating and :cooling
equipment plusl.ilie cost of fuel and maintenance
for one year.

-Finally, when annual costs are expected to
increase by a fractional amount each year,
formulas 2, 3, and 4 are coinbinedidyielcl formula
6:

2
12
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UNIFORM
ANNUAL 1INITIAL

COST e.XPENSES)

phere.
ell 4-e)s--.
r-e

unless e is equal to r, and in this case,

(r(1+rtn )

+dn-1
a.,

INITIAL
ANNUAL
COST

D
they are usually equipped much differently than
reskkices and becauSe businesses usually
finance their investments differently,than home

.
(6 'owners.

r
Application . ..

, ' '
The-most, difficult part of =applying life cy Lie

cost analysis to a real problem is dOeriviningthe
proper numbers to use fur the different costs and

different ay s ti handle the interest rate. add the
for the interest ate! There are cloudily tvi u

vi

proper way ilepends on how' inflation is being
treated. One way is to ignore inflation when
calculating present % alues or annual costs. This
is ,accomplished by -projecting increases in
annual costs only if they are expected to be
greater tan those caused by inflation. Such
increases are due to "real" price increases and the
annual costs are in "constant: dollars. In addi-

- tion. the"rea intereltsrate must he used which is
(found by-subtracting the expected inflation rate
from the rate of interest thetas actually used by

. banks to make loans. The interest rate used by
banks is called the -nominal" interest rate.

,
.The other way toliandle the interest rate is to

include inflation in the analysis. Since= inflation
. really does occur, and since banks include

inflation when setting interest rates, the cost
numbers found w hen inflation is iruktd'ed are
close to the amounts that are actually paid. In this
case, the expected inflation rate mast be included
with the "real" price in,creases when projecting
increases in annual costs. Also-, the proper
interest rate to use is the one that is a% ridable fur
private loans at banks, provided the inflation
rate- chosen is similar to the one assumed by
lenders. __ ,

When apply ing life-cycle cost analy sis to
comparisons of solar with con% entional heating
and coaling, certain assumptions concerning
costs c'-in be made which simplify the aridly sis.
This.-study uses those assumptions which are
appropriate for residences. Different sets of
'assumptimis apply to commercial buildings since

4

.

Assumptions-in This Study .

-
. First, nominal interest rates a're used rather
than "real" rates so that the annual cost numbersi
that apbear.will be comparable to actual costs
which, vi',ould be paid by the consumer. An
interest rate of 8 percent is used 'since home
,mortgages calibe obtained at approximately this
rate. 11 is 'assumed that the 8 percent figure is

---comptised of 3 patent for the time %attic of money
and resk and that the remaining 5 percent is to
account ful the expected rate of inflation. Thus,
in. the formulas for present %alue and annual
costs, d is equal to r. r is equal* to 0.08 and e is
equal to 0.05 plus the fractional "real" increase in
anvil Costs expected each year in the future. If d

fractional decrease is expected, this number can
be subtracted from 0.05.

The Vfetime,s of both the solar and conven-
tional stystems,are assumed to be 20 years. One
problem with this assumption is the treatment of
the conventional auxiliary equipment used to
back-up t'he solar equipment. If the lifetide of a
conventional furnace without 5solar heating is
about 20.years, then the same fuh.ace used only
as an auxiliary in a solar heating system skould
last somewh-a4-1-ffiger. Thus, at the end of the 20
year pefiod the atixiliary.e`quipment ..has some
sal% age %alue. Howe% er, the present % clue this
sal% age %alue at the beginninp, of the period is
very small relative to the cost of solar eqi4prne,pt.1. .----,
Thus, it is assumed that neglectsng this uncertain '
sal% age aloe will not influence (he outcome of
the analysis. Also neglected is the cost for
electricity to run the pumps-or blowers on the
solar system. This -rest- is_ negligible when
compared with the cost of operating a heater or
air conditioner.

',

Another assumpthin in this'study involves the
initial cost of the auxiliary, equipment and the
distribution system. Since a solar heating and
cooling sy stern requires auxiliary equipment

h 1th Gan supply 100 percent of the load daring
periods of inadequate sunshine, it is assumed
that the initial cost* of the auxiliary equipment
and of the distribution system for the solar
installation is the .same as the initial cost of a

13=
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conventional installation. This assumpti-on is When determining the annual cost, of the aux-
correct- for must heating Lumparisous, but it fuel;the "annuatThergy supplied" is that
inaccurzte Sur cuoilltfg comparisons. However, an portion of the total yearTy load which cumesfrom
adjustment, to be described later, can be made aux,iliar equipment. When the annual cost of
witch validates the assumption for cooling. a tuta113, cum, entaonai system is c onsidered, the

"annual' energy supplied:' is the pntire yearly
load.

Complications arise_when combined heating
and cooling comparisons are made since conven-
tional heating equipment operates differently'
than cum, entional cooling equipment. In such

,cases, the annual auxiliary or conventional fuel
cost must' be found by adding the two cost
numbers that are found by treating heating and
cooling separately. Forexample, if the ,conven-
tional alternatk,e to solar energy is oil heating
with electric air conditioning,. the separate
heating and cooling costs are computed using
different costs per unit of energy, different.
amounts of annual energy supplied, different--WhelrFatife-cycly-anatysis is performed ming

the assumptioris, described above, the com- equipment and:perh-aps different

. parison of solar ve\'sus conventional reduces to a t

cpmparison of the cost of,t& solar collector, 'the , Another complication results when it is not
c., heat storage unit, a. nd the auxiliary fuel with the , true that thJ cgs' of sola-eauxiliary equipment is'

'cost of fuel for a conventional system. When this equal to the cost of conyntional equipment.
approach is taken, the solar collector and storage However, adjustments canite made to formlilas 7-
unit can be thotight of as a replacement for fuel,, and so that comparisons of "fuel" cogs are still
and thetcost of these two items can be called the alid. An adjustment itidcle in this study involves
solar "fuel" cost -Thus, the annual cost of solar 'solar cooling equipment.
"fuel" can be foiind by applying formula 6 to the . A solar cooling system rtquires an absorption

, ' initial collector and stol-agecosts. This results in
formula 7.L_

. type air conditioner whicli is more expensive
than theelectric-aitconditioners used inmost
conditioned- homes. li is assumed in this study
that an eleclic central air conditioner for
residence cogs $11)00'Iti 1975. Thlis, the cost of:
solar cooling; is found by adding to the collectdr

. and storage costs the cost, of an absorption
conditioner and subffa-cting$1000. The resulting
annual solar "fuel" cost call-still be compered ,
with the cost of cormerrtional

The annital ,expenses for ruaintenanceare also
assumed to be the same for the- solar and'
conventional systtms. This assumption is not

,,ventirely accurate since the solar system invokes
additional equipment such as pumps and collec-
tors. The collectors in.-particular may create
special, maintenance problems. since they, are
coottantly exposed ,to the extremes of the
weather, However, at this time little information
is available on maintenance costs since only a
few solar heating systems hat, e been in operation
for long periods of time. Thus, additional costs
are not added to account fur the possibility of
extra maintenance expenses. .

2

E

(ANNUAL SOLAR) INITIAL COST
"FUEL" cps-r = OF COLLECTOR X 0.102

AND VORA:GE

111 +rill

I

Oaf ( ..0 102 when r is equal to 008 and n is
lion.", equat to 20. .. ...

. [7]

The corresponding formula for auxiliary, and
conventional fuels is shown in formula 8 vs, hefeD
(of forrriula Vis the adjustments for expected
"real" and inflationary increases in conventional
fuel prices:

Further complicatie-ns arise when compzring a
solar system using one-type of auxiliary equip-
menewith a conventional sys em of another type.
An example is a Solar he tinA pysteni with
electric, ry..istan-ee hack; up quipmenf compared
with an oil furnace. The adjustments required are

(
ANNUAL IANNUAL CONVENTIONAL

FUEL COST
(COST OF FUEL PER \
`UNIT OF ENERGY' /

(ANNUAL
ENERGY
SUPPLIED

-
/EQUIPMENT \" kEFFICiENCY/

* C

[81
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A

dependent on the relative cost's of the different
equipment. This ,stucljf -assumes that com-
parisons are made between systems using the
same type of bconventienal equipment.

Energy Costs

It was 4hown in formula 7 and a That the
amount of energy supplied by the solar equip-
ment must be known before a uniform annual
cost number can be fOund. It will Be shown later
in this chaple that by examining the ariations
in cost andVerformancethat occur when' i arious
amounts of collector area are used the system
can be sized to provide energy to the building aj
minimum cost. A useful number for determining
the proper size is the cost per unit of energy
delivered to the- building. This number is called
the "energy cost", and it can be computed for both
solar and conventional systems.

The energy cost of sitar energy is found by
dividing the annual solar "fuel" cost in formula 7

the amount of energy supplied by the solar
eqlipment each y ear. Since both the cost and the
annual performance of solar equipment increase
as the amount of collector area increases, the
energy cost varies with the size of the system.
The solar energy cost is found using formula

lF

235-724 0.77 - 4 .

SOLAR'
ENERGY

(COSTS

Tile remaining sections of this chapter discuss
solar' costs and performance and show how a
sy stem can be optimally sized when-the nature of
variations in the energy-cost is known.

The energy cost of conventiorial fuels is found ,

by dividing the annual conventional ftgel cast top
formula 8 by, the annual' totaNtnount of erfergy
supplied By ,the conventional systeinv:Wheno
com1ined heating and coolidg is considered, the
energy cost must be calculated by adding the cost
of heating td, the cost of co.oling-,and dividing the
sum by the total affount of energy used by botti
types of equipment during libe year. This calcula-
tion is shown in formula, 10 where the efficiency
of air conditioning equipment is expressed as the
"coefficient of, performance". ,.*

Since the conventional heating' and cooling
energy cost depends on the relative-a mount's of
ene!'gy required for heating and cooling, the level
of the cost will change from year to year.'If data,
for an,aterage year is tided to compuite this cost,
the same data must be '.,usd for the solar
calculations. However,, a simplificatipn results
when heating is compared alone. In this case, flip
energy for cooling is zero, and ,the pntrgy for
heatingts equal to the total annual ehergy use.
Thus, formula 10 reduces to formula 1T for
heating comparisons.

°

. .
INITIAL COST ANNUAL
OF COLLECTOR X 0 102 SOLAR ENERGY -

AND STORAGE SUPPLIED

(CONVENTIONAL ENERGY FOR
HEATINO& COOLING = COOLING
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OF ENERGY
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Coriwonents of Cost

The purchaser of a solar heating and cooling
systeni today pays a price that is determined by
four different types of 'cost: engineering cost,
material cost, labor cost, and mhrketin cost. The
m6-terial, labor, and marketing costs are each
composed of two components: a constant cost
component that does not vary with the size of the
system, and a varying cost component that
increases with the system size. The varying
component consists of collector costs which
generally vary linearly with the total collector
area.

. . 7,

Communications with several companies
presently producing solar components and
installing sola4 heating systems, and with 4the
managers of sek eral solart<Nastration projects

,in the United States have yielded data useful in
estimating the magnitude of each cost compo-
nent. Additional information is available in
contractors' reports to the tNSF-RANN -Phase
Zero Feasibility Study on Solar Heating 'and
Coolifig of-Buildings (1),. The constituents of each
cost' component are dicussed in this section.
Then dollar values foreach component are
choSen from the cost data to serve as inputs to the
cost comparisons. Cost figures are.asseinbled for
.a system prok idIng heating arid cooling in _a
single family, detached residence. Thk ariations
in costs that occur between different, cities are
,nof considered.

Engineering' Costs

Engineering casts, Which include chprges for
installation drawings and field instruction,
observation, and inspection, are usually paid to a
firm of consulting engineers. The cost for the
drawings can be considerable because they
include design information based on an engineer-

, ing analy sis performed for the specific location
and for the ty pe of the structure. Field supervi-
sion require's 'visits by an engineer or technician
at the job site throughout the construction period.
As the number of solar installatrons throughout
the country increases, engineering costs will
decrease substantially or perhaps disappear.
Increased knowledge of .the system size re-..
quirements for a anous locations and standar-
dization of design will enable the-purchaser, his
architect, and the budding contractor to choose

iN

V

from among several different designs. At present,
however, the consumer must obtain they serv--
ices at. a cost of abdut $1200.

Material Costs

Material costs are those paid by the equipment
supp-Nrs to obtain the materials from which the
soiar equipthent is assembled. The constant
componentof this cost is composed of the costs of
the poinps, tanks, heat exchangers, valves,
pipelines, and fittings for a water system,-erthe
costs of duCtwarl, . louvers, pebble bed, and
blowers for an air system. Actually, the required
size and amount Of most Of this equipment does
vary somewhat with' the size of the system. But
the amount of variation is highly dependent on
oharacteristics of specifi hstallation
,(lengths of pipeline or ductwork. -ber
fittings, etc.), and this aspect caM not be included
in a general cost study.

The cost of the storage unit is also treated as
.constant in this analysis. The performance of a
solar system is somewhat insensitive to the .
storage canacity, fore the range of system sizes
normally required in the United States (16).
Therefore, it is economical to size the storage unit
on the basis of standardly available equipment.

The addition of cooling capacity to tile system
involves additional equipment that usually costs
substantially more than a conventional electric
air conditioning system. Since absorption air
canctitioners, adapted .for solar not yet
sold /commercially, equipme,pt b ilt for natural
gas firing is currently converted for use in solar
cooled buildings. The cost attributable to the
solar systernis calculated by subtracting the cost
of a conventional cooling system frbm the total
cost of the solar cooling additions.

The dollar value for the constant material cost
used ins this study is based on the detailed cost
accounting performed on the recently con-
structed Solar House I at Colorado State Univer-
Oty where a water system was used (17). Table 2
contains a breakdown of costs by equiptneot
type. The constant material cost of an air system
is actually somewhat less- (18).

The Variable component of the material cost is
the material cost of the collector. The cost of a flat
plate collector built for either water or air as the
distribution fluid is composed Of costs for a

t6.
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Table 2 Constant, Material Costs (1975) Table 3: Collector Material Cost Breakdown

41.
Item Cost

Solar Heating' '

Thermal,Storage Tank $250
Collector Pump 50
Collector/Storage Heat Exchanger 400
DomeStic Water Preheat Tank ' 50

' Automatic Bypass Valve 50
. Associated Pipeline. Valves

,Fittings. etc
. Corltroj Instrumentation

., .

Heati9g Constant Material Cost Total

Cooling _Additions

S-Ton Modified Absorption
Cooling kilt

Cooling. Tower
Cooling Tower Pump
Conventionl Cooling

Cost Adiu4ment .....
Cooling Constant Material Cost Total

300
200

$1300'

$2000
500
$0

-1009

5155

. >r` .
source/Colorado State Onniersity Solaf,House I (17) r.

collector plate with the energy absorbent surface
coating, one or two 'glass cover plates, and
insulation. Tire water type requires* tubing on the
surface of the collector plate and the air type
reijuireSthictwork behind the collenor pldte. The
material costs foc,\both types of collectors are
about the game.

Collectors can' be either assembled as they are
,installed at the job site or preassembled in
Modular form at a factory. The material cosf of
the latter is greater due to the extra sheolt metal or
wood used to make theenclosure. The marketing
ofmodular collectors adds.even more to the cost.

;However, the redbction of assembly costs due to
factory mass, production techniques might offset
the additional material, costs' if high volume
production occurs.

Table 3 shows the percentage of the collector
material cost at tributable.to each major material-
colfiponent. The range of values for the total
Collector material costs found in the cost -data is
displayed on.the4ne graph in Figure 5. The
placement of a dot on the graph indicates that the

-point was obtained from proprietary kiformation
Supplied by a private collector producer. The

- soffrces of other data.points are indicated With
i-pcfal symbols. The material clist of modular

Material .

Percent of Collector
Material Cost

Collector...elate 41%
G Iasies, 20%
Insulation , 5%

Backpan .15%

Miscellaneous Material , 19%

Total .100%.

Source Private Collector Manufacturer (see Appendix d)

collectors has been adjusted for comparison with
collectors installed on site. A figure of $4.00 per
square foot is chosen to represent this cost.,

Libor,Costs

Ixib co'sts 'for assembly of the collector and
for installation drthe collector, storage unit, and 4fr
o ther equipment make up a substantial portion of
the entire cost. Labo'rers are supplied by a heating;
and ventilating contractor When an air system is ,
installed and by a plumbing contractoi when a
water system is installed. Laborers may include
plumbers,-sheet metalworkers4learicians, and
carpenters. Estimates of the constant component
of the labor cost range from $560 for the water
system at the ColoradoState University solar ,

hOuse to $1200 for an air system installed by a,
private dontracter. A $900 figure derived from
estimates provided in the -Westinghouse .Cor-
poration report represents a useable average (1).

The varying component of the labor. cost
consists of the collector assembly and installa:
tion costs, Assembly labor amts of three
producers of modular, collectors are displayed on
the line graph' in Figure 5. The° approximate'
average of 75C per square foot is 16.percent of the
total cost of materials and labor for collectors. It
is a:somewhat smaller pokion of the actual
selling price.

collector installation costs are more subsian-,
tial than the assembly costs. Modular collectors
and those assembled on site are usually installed
as rectangular panels of about 20 square feet.
Each panel weighs about 120 pounds and
requires either two -Men or a crane for installa-
tion. A private solarcontractor estimates a figu're
of i1.25 per square foot for collector installation
costs.

124,
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Collector Assernbll Costs
de Itlotorls1 Costlo $/li2

2, 3 4

4:43 Arbor Cost in $/elt2

5 s

4°F* 50LORADO V/qE UNJV

* WESTINGHOUSe

PRIVATE COMPANIES

Figure 5. Display of collector assembly costs (See
Appendtz C for listing of private companies,)
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When a collector assembly is installed on tshe
roof of the building during building construction,
collector installation displaces a agrtion of the
rcioling labor cost, On the- other °hand, if the
collectors,are installed on a separate structure as
usually' required for retrofit installations, ad-
ditionAl material costs of about $2:00per square
foot are heceSsary for the structural support.

to obtain colleOlaricalf actory prices, a colnposite
58 percent mark-up can -expected on the
varying cost component when the contractor's

'mark-up is added:

At this point, there may be some confusion '
concerning rrhat is .mant by a mark-up of a
certain percentage. The mark-up percentage is
the percentage of the total price, including the
mark-0, that is contributed Iffy the.mark-tap.
Solar costs are summarized in Table 4 and are
displayed in a graph in ,Figure 6 for collector
panel assembly -areas up to 1000 iquare.feet.-

; ,
It should be' recalled that only thoSe Calls

associated with the bolleetion and storage of
solar' energy are included in the solar fast
accounting. The solar sy tem equipment that is
normally installed as part of a conventional
system, such as the distribution systeth and
tauxiliarY heating and cooling equipment, is not
included. This is done so that the costs
designated as "solar costs" can be compared with ,
the operating fuel costs of conventional hewing
and cooling systems.

Marketing, Costs

gitiVrtketing costs ar,e the price mark-ups that
occur at each link in ,the supply chain! In this
analysis. the mark-ups on materials or, com-
ponents that are not uniqUe to solar heating and
cooling systems are irkluded in the material cost.
Solar. matkeliA costs 'may be added by the-
'collectortfactory., by the collectordistvikit op, and
by the solar syStem contractor. At oal`dli level, the
marketing cost is composed of operating
overhead, ;Profit, inflationary_ contingency, and
transportation costs.

Constant marketing costs are those which are
added by thebuilding contractor to all equipment
except the collector. Currently, mark-ups of
about 40 percent are being charged by solar'
contractors. However, this figure will decrease if
continued solar industry growth induces com-
petition among contractors. The marketing cost
of the collectors is composed of a 10 percent
mark-up at the factory and a 30 percent distribu-
tion mark-up. Since the contractor should be able

AV'

Potential. Cost Redudtions
I

Th,e potential for reduction of soldi equipment
costs has been a topic of debate for several years.
As previously mentioned, engineering costs are
expected to decrease substantially over the next
few years and collector assembly costs can be
reduced with mass production techniques.
Moreover,, solar system assembly lbor
quirements may degrease with design im-,
provements aimed_at minimizing construction
time.

.
. -

Material costs will more likely increase tha
decrease, since material costs in all industries
on the rise. Only design. innovations utilizing

"fewer ancl. or less expensive materials will lower
material costs. The constant component of The
material costs is tilmost independent, of futiqe
mass production effoits since most of the
equipment comprising this cost (pumps, valves,
pipes, etc.) is already mass produced. Marketing
costs will decrease proportionally 'with any
material or labor cost decrease., Increasing
competition may decrease the mark-up percen-
tages by a small amount.

/ r18 A s
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Tible t 1975 Cost Summary

Type of,
Cost'

Constar
Componerri(S)

Varying
Component

(5/FT2)

Solar Heating

Material 1300 400
Labor -. 900 2.00
Mark-up 1467 6.00'

Engineering 1200
,,

Total
var

4867' 12.00

Cooling Additions

Material 1550
Labor and Mark-up 1033

Total 2583

Heating & C;oling tptals . 7450 12 00

'0

;
O
VS

a

Does not yerywith collector area
Same as collector cost per square toot

1975 Cost Swmmary

,...' '
..-

.

. *. .
, .

'SG LABOR. AND MARK r .

S...4,-
"'COOLING MATERIAL

I

'

SAW/11.04

...,_ MARK OR

VAR,R0
c&130,4

,

YARN...4d MAT ERfAl.
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.

EssOovEEVINO ./.

t CEMST ANT LIARS UP

CONSTA N.T LAeOR

..
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coNsw MATERIAL

6 4Cllet el i (Ill 01
10

,--- Figure 6. 1975 camts in 1975 dollars for a rividential solar

. . heating and cooling system without mass production or
advancedlcollector design.

.
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Performance Characteristics

The econokuic lehibility of solar heating and
cooling dependent on thMbility of'the
solar equjpment to provide energy and pn the
amount of energy required each year to heat and',
cool the building. Thislependency makes the
economic evaluation highly specific to locations.
The areas of the country with characteristical-
ly Figh heatinandior Cooling loads and plentiful

.amounts of sunshine ace the best candidates for a
solar installation. In such locations 'small
systems can supply large load requirements.
Areas with high thermal loads and small
amounts of sunshine and areas with very low
load are less likely to be econothioal

For example, Miami is a pooi location for solar
spacheating becausethe yearly heating demand
is very ow. It is, however, an excellent site fQr
solar cooling and domestic water heating because
of high insolation levels and high cooling
requirements. the evaluation becomes complex
in iodations with more complicated weather
'characteristics. The weather,conditions in (lost'
parts of the United States vary over a wide range
during the year. Thus the performance evalua-
tion of a abler space e4Viliontg, system is
usually a difficult task requiringatarge amount
of data.

Performance Ploodi

Mathematical model. programmed on ,com.
puters can accurately simulate the operation of
golar heating anti cooling systems at any location
for which stemperature and insulation data is
available. Useful' perforniance information is
obtained in the form of graph -relating the
amount of energy-cialiwirgi to theload each year
to'the size of the collector. This ilivtormation is

' obtained, by simulating alear of operatinatim. e
fo everal different system sizes,

Pe ormance curves for various locati9ns can
be compared 'by diViding the solar energy
delivered at each system size (hiring a typical
year by the total energy, demanded during the
year. The quotient is a number between zero'and

_ one representing the fraction of the load supplied
by solar enelgx. This term-is called the "solai'
fraction."

19
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The performance models of greatest accuracy
are.those which use hourly weather data for'an
entire year. 'EquEttions based on the design
characteristics of the system relate the hourly
opfration °Me system to relevant parameters of
the weather data. The deja is chosen to represeiV
a typical yeiir at the location.

The accuracy of a model using hourly data is
not required for the purpose of this study.

r Instead, a simpler lest accurate model using
average monthly data is used to obtain perfor,-

-marcce 'curves for solar space heating and hot
water systems - in 20 U.S. cities. This model,
recently developed by Klein, Beckman, and
Duffie at the Univeripy of Wisconsin, is based on
the results of si'mulatigns that actually-use data
which is averaged each half hour for the-heating;

. period of an'entire year (6).

The method uses a set of curves on a graph
called an "f-chart" to determine the average solar
fraction that can be expected during a one month
period of operation. Monthly averages, of solar
radiatiort, 'temperature, and heating re.
quirements are combined in the f-chart with

1.0

O

4

collector absor ance, collector "heat loss, and.
other system p ameters. In this study the f-
cfikt was adapted ori-aseon a computer so that ,
peri'ormance calculations could be made rapidly.
Weather data was obtained from reference 20 and
radiation data came from reference 19. The
system parameters that were used are described
below. A similar model for estimating the
performance of, combined heating and cooling
systems-is not yet-available. Other solar heating
models using monthly average data 414'Se-scribed
in references 2'1 and 22, r

Performande Curves

Perfdrmance curves for a residential solar
6 heating system in the city of Bgston,

Massachusetts are, shown inFigu?e 7 for collector
areas up to 1000 squire feet. The residence is of
average size with a floor area of 1500 square feet
and a heat logs of 17,204 BTU per Fahrenheit
degree day,. Water is also heated for domestic use.
Two curves are displayed. the lower curve is for
typical fiat plate collectors. The higher curve is
obtained using advanced design collecitors with

PE RFORMANCE CURVES,

TYPICAL FLAT PLATE
COLLECTOR

°

0 400 800

° MIAMI

ADVANCED DESIGN

:COLLECTOR

------""-TYPICAL FLAT PLATE
COLLECTOR

4D.

1.).-

0 400 800

COL LECTOR AREA if t2

Figure 7. The range of solar heating performance variation in the U.S. is shown here. Solar Fraction is thefraction of thetotal
annual heating toad that is supplied by the-solar equipment._

rt
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75 percent less heat loss and with an absorptive
ability (glazing transmittanceplate absorption
product) that is 15 percent greater. In terms of the,
paraMeters used in the model, the collector of
average efficienty is described by a heat loss
coefficient FrU1 = 0.862 BTU, ht-°F-ft2 and an
energy absorption'coefficient Fi(t- (K.).= 0.72. The
high efficiency, colle or is described by FrUt
0.272 BTUihr-° - and Frft o) = 0.83. These
values of coefficients are currently achieved by
evacuated glass 'tube collectors With row lead
glass for high radiation transmittance and a
special collection surface for high absorption of
incident radiation (7h Water is used as the heat
transfer medium, and the storage unit contains 15
pounds of water (1.8 gallons) per square foot of
collector area, providing' storage for, about'
sunless days during the winter, The 'collector
faces south and is tilted at an angle from the
horizontal equal to Boston's 'latitude plus 15
degrees to obtain maximum winter heating
performance 16). The performance of an..air'
system with a similar amount of storage capacity
is approximately the Same.

In the range of small collector areas, perfor-
mance is limited by the, ability. of the collector to
absorb the required energy. Hence, performance
increases rapidly>with thesize of the system. At
large collector areas, perfor?riance is limited by
the availability of sunlight, a large increase:iii
collector area is required to obtain a small
increase in performance.

The rangeof variation in performance across
the-United,States.is shown by inclUding in Figure
7 a performance curve fdr Miami. In Boston, high
heating loads and limited 'sunshine combine to
create mediocre performance. A system .wjth
1000 square feet of typical flat plate collectors
Supplies only 70 percent of the typical residential
load. In Miami low heating loads an_ d plentiful
sunshine enable 125 square feet of collector to
provicY r100 percent of the heating needs in a
typical year. Performance curvetfor the 20 cities
analyzed in this study are included in Appendix
A.

Bost Curves and Comparisons

An, objective of great importance to the
selection of a heating and cooling system is
minimization of total cost. The cost of fuel for
climate control with Systems using conventional

r

fuels is the fuel price adjusted by the o.nxi,,ersion

efficiency and,by a factor accounting for future
price increases. The, selection of the system
.which minimizes fuel costs involves the simplel
comparison of the cost per BTU 'for each fuel.
This cost is alniost independent of system size.

The selection of the system'characteristics is
More difficult when solar energy is involved. The
varying nature of solar system performance
characteristics and therapid,increase of system
costs with collector areas causes the cost of solar
energy per BTU to vary with system size, The
total annual cost of heating and /or cooling with
solar equipment and auxiliary energy also varies
with system size. The general nature of these
variations is shown in Figure 8. The upper curve
shows the solar "energy. cost" in dollars per 106
BTU of heat delivered and the lower curve shows
total yearly heating cost for the entire system.
Two 'types of solar energy costs are involved:
average and marginal. These codi curves are
constructed by, combining the results of the cost
model and the performance model. The av,erage
cost curve is generated by dividing the annual
cost for several different system sizes by the
quantity of solar,, energy supplied with each
different collector area. The marginal cost is the
change in cost that is brought about by,a small
'increase in collector area, divided by the cor-
responding increase in solar energy supplied to
the home. The marginal cost curve is generated
by finding the marginal cost at several different
valves of the solar fraction.

It is seen that minimum points occur on the cost
curves. When the solar System is built to provide
the capacity indicated by the minimum point on
the average cost curve, solar energy will be
delivered at the lowest possible unit cost.,
How e't, er, since this system size does not.meet the
total load requirements, copentionefuel must
b used to upply the additional energy. The
determinatidt of the most economical size for the
solar system is thedefore dependent on the energy
cost of the conventional fuel.,

21

The adjusted cost of conventional fuels defines
g horizontal line, rather than, a curve, on the
energy cost graph. If the average cost curve dips
below this line, the total cost curve shows that
the optimal system size (the size for minimum
total cost) is found et the intersection of the
increasing portion of the marginal cost curve

28 \))
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Solar Cost Curve's
Ja
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Solar Frac(ion

.,1 0

o 5

Solar Fraction

10

.
Figur. 8. The,general nature of cost variations with solar
fractjon is shoWn here. The upper graph displays separate-
ly the solar and conventional energy costs ($1,106 BTU).
The lower graph shows the total annual cost ($/year) of the
combined solar and auxiliary systems.

,

With the conventional fuel line. At this point the
incremental costs of supplying energy by both
means are equal, and increases in the portion
supplied by either source result?; in higher total
energy costs.

22

If the av,erage cost curve dotes not dip tielow the
conventional cost line, solar heating and cooling
is not eoonomical,in the normal sense, fpr the
particular location. It is possible, though. that
considerations other than price, such as conven.-
tional fuel scarcity and environmental preserva-
tion, may suggest to some persons that the '!true
cost" of the conventional fuel is, somewhat .

, greater than the price that exists on the market.
These considerations are qualitatively treated in
detail in the third chapter.

s. Figure 9 shows the average 1975 cost curves for
solar heating (alo ner in Rapid City, South Dakota
and Boston, Massachusetts with the magnitude
of the cost components displa3iedas a function of
solar fraction. Costs per milli°. n BTU were
computed for collector areas between 50 and 1000
square feet. Rapid City is a favorable location
with plentiful sunshine and high heating load.
Boston has a similarly high heating4oad, but poor
performance due to low levels of winter insol-
tion causes high' costs per unit.of solar energy.
The minimum average cost in Rapid City is
$10.50/108 BTU, whereas the minimum in Boston
is $18.88/ 10,I3TU.

The level of the material cost indicates -a low
limit to cost reducing efforts with current
designs. Figure 9 shows that at the minimum
average cost point, material costs make tip 31
percent of the total cost with assembly and
installation labor contributing 18 percent,
marketing responsible 'for 40' pAcent, and
engineering adding 11 percent. Reductions in
engineering, marketing, and labor costs may

,
occur due to mass production and widespread
use. Design innovations might induce reductions
in material costs. Chapter 3 presents cost
analyses for each of the 20 U.S. cities using 1975
costs and costs derived from 2 cost -reduction
scenarios.

'1
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CHAPTER

Solar Heating-and
Cooling in the United' States

The method of economic analysis developed in
the previous chapter is now applied to solar hot
water and space heating in anew (not retrofitted)
residence in various locations across the United
States. The convenience of the University of
Wisconsin' solar heatting perforMance model
which requires only monthly average insolation
and weather data enables the use of current and.
projected system cost and performance figures to ,

perform economic analyses for several cities.
Three sets of cost-performance numbers are
used: costs andtypiCal performance available in
1975, estimates of tecIticed costs achievable with
mass. production of flat plate collectors, and
projected costs and performance achievable with
mass produCtion of an 'advanced collector design.

A convenient performance model is not
currently available., or solar cooling, due, in part,
to the uncertainty' about cooling unit perfor-
mance. However, coolin performance is
somewhat similar to heati g performance since
both depend on heat ergy from the sun, and
both are closely related to the energy demand
.(heating and cooling loads). Hence, some
generalizations about cooling can be made from
observations about heating performance. A
hypothetical example based on the cost estimates
for cooling ,equipment and on assumptions
concerning cooling system performance shows
how, the addition of coolirig equipment to create a
combined heating and .codling system inf)uences
the economic comparisons.

Other important considerations are necessary
for an assessment of solar heating and cooling in
the United Stales to pill the economic analysis in
its prbper perspective.,These issues include the
national security 'and, environmental benefits

' 25

from, and the institutional barriers to the
development of solak heating and cooling in the
United States. Thede issues involve considera-
tions which both improve - and' question the
potential for widespread solar development.

Economic Feasibility
of Solar Heating:

° 'wenty U.S. Cities

The 'selection of 20 cities for careful study of
the economic feasibility of installing solar
heating equipment on a detached residence is
made on the basis of seyeral considerations.
First, all of the major geographic regions of the
country are included. Large population centers
are also included since at amounts.of energy
are used for climate control in urban areas.
Several' cities that are ,subjects of previous
economic studies (most notably the eight city
study of Lof and Tybaut-in references 10 and 16)
are selected for comparison of past results with
those from the present analysis. A final con-
sideration is tie availability of data for perfor-
mance calculations. This study haszelied on .the
insolation data for AO cities assembled by Liu and
Jordan and on temperature and.degree-day data
compiled by the Environmental,Data Service of
the. National. Oceanic and Atmospheric. Ad-,
ministration (19, 20). ,

The reference building in all cases. is a-single
familYtdetached residence with 1500 square feet
of floor area. The heating system characteristics
are the same ap 'those used to generate the
performance curves in Chapter 2 for typical arid
advancedcollectors. The collector is assumed to
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face south in eath city_ with 'a tilt toward the
vertical equal - to the city's latitude plus 15
degrees.

Sqlar Cost Reduction Scenarios.
Average cost curves have be,en gener.. for

three cases covering the three sets of co
performance figures. Case I describes the situa-
tion in 1975 with typical flat plate collectors, a
total constant cost of $4867 and a total rting
cost of $12 per square foot. Case!! is the co ector
mass production scenario. Mass pr c on of
,collectors using assembly line techni es is

. assumed to reduce assembly costs by 50 percent.
Also a reduction of colleCtor installation,costs of
25 percent is used to indicate design im-

- promements aimed at simpliried installation.
addition, it is assumed .tliat by the time mass

production occurs the design of solar heating
systems will have.standardized to the extent that
engineering costs are redifced to include only the
cost of drawings for the particular installation.
TJlie mark=ups on the constant and varying costs
are also reduced to indicate a competitive market
for sol'ar products. The cqmponents, of the
tnaterial, labor, and mark-up costs that do ,not
vary with system size (constant cdinponents) are
not reduced because the system comptnents
accounting for these bo-Sts are already being
produced on a large 'scale for general use in the
construction industry, and mass production of
solar collectors will not affect their prices. Total,
constant costs for .Case II arel$35b5, and' total
varying costs are $9.66 per square foot. One
producer of air type solar heating systems
expects to provide the installed system at prices
nearthose of :Case II in 1976 (18). The constant

Table 5: CostComponents for the Three Cases

Constant ($) x.
Variable ($/FT2)

I CASE I:
+

Material 1300 Material

Labor t 900 Collector Assembly
2200 Collector Installation

'-*-T;40% Mark -up' 1467

Engineering 1200 50% Mart -up-

Total Constani 3 4867 Total Variable

CASE II: r,
Materiar -, )4:10 Material

Labor it ( 900 Collectt3r Assembly
2200 Collector Installation'

35% Mark-up. r 1185 ...
Engineering 120 45.°/0 Mark-up

a0

Total Constant 3505 Total Variable

CASE III: ' ,
Tp Material 1300. Material

Labor 900 Collector Assembly

II4
2200 Collector Installation

35°10 Mark-up 1185

Engineering
Total Constant

, 120 45% Mark-up
Total Variable3505

CASE 1-1975 Costs with Typical Flat Plate Collector

CASE IIMass Production Scenario

Conctrtions.
1) Engineering. Reduced 90%
2) Collector Assembly Reduced by 50%
3) Collector Installation Reduced by 25%
4) Constant Mark-up Reduced to 35%
5) Variable Markup Reduced to 45%
6) Typical Flat Plate Collector 1

CASE IllMass ProductiorPluslector Improvements Scenario

Conditions.
1) Alt Case II Assumptions except 6)'
2):CollAtor MatenaCosts Reduced-b)%50%
3) Advanced Design, High Efficiency Collector

(e::\
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material Costs of an air system are usually,:
somewhat lower than those of a water system.

Case Nils a scenario assuming mass produc-
tion of advanced; high efficiency 'collectOrs.
Constant material, labOr, and magk-up costs are
again-unchanged, and engineering and collector
labor costs are .the same as Case H leaving a
constant cost total of $3505. Collector material
costs are; reduced 50 percent in this case to
indicatedesign innovations which require fewer
and/or cheaper materials than used for The
typical flat-plate collectors. Collector efficiency
is increased by using colledtors with 75 percent
Jess heat loss and 15 percent greater absorptive
ability. The presumed collector cost is $6.03 per
square foot. The assumptions and cost com-
ponents for the three cases are summarized in
Table 5.
Conventional Heating Costs

Data on the cost of heating with natural gas, oil,
and electricity, has been collected from the
suppliers of these fuels in each of the 20 cities.

COST

C.

.2
1'

1

The data is presented in Appendix B. Oil prices
and winter rate price schedules for natural 'gas
and electricity current in September of 1975 have
been used with assumed furnace efficiencies of
67 percent for gas, 62 percent for oil, and 100
percent fOr electric' resistance heating. Electric
heat pump's' are not explicitly compared with
solar heating. The efficiency of aheat pump is
greater than 100 percent,. and it can be greater
than 200 Percefilin"mild climates. However, the
initial cost of a heat pump is greater than that of
an electrieresistance furnace. In generaLthe cost.
of heating with a heat pump is somewhat less
than with electric resistance heating..

Whenever applicable, fuel cost adjustment.
charges in effect in late 1975 have been added to
the basic rates. Also, the rate,steps which lower
the unit energy costs with increasing consump-
tion haye been used in the calculatiOns. The costs
of oil heating have been included only for those
cities in eastern parts of the Mation whefeoil is
used extensively for home heating.

,C1111VES

. .6 .8 1.0 .2 4 .4

..SOLAR FRACTION

.6 ,8 1.0

Figure 10. Solar heating cost curves.See Irable V for CasO I, III assumptions.

A
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kierage Cost Feasibility Test
The average cost curves for tha three cases are

presented for each city ih Appendix A. For
example, the curves for Rapid City, Smith Dakota
and oston,Massachusetts are shown. in Figure
10. The economic feasibility of a particular case
is judged by whether the minimum voint on the
average :cost curve dips below the lines (not

.plotted) _which would be defined by the cost
conventional fuels. Whenever this occurs solar
heating is more economical than the fuels
associated with- the lines that are crossed.

Since the n-finimum point on the average cost
curve is the determinant of economic feasibility,
this point for each of the three cases in each city
has been extracted for presentation and com-
parison with conventio al fuels in Table 6. The
minimum average sola energy cost is shown
with the solar fraction o tined at minimum cost.
Also shown are the e ergy costs of the alter-
native conventional fuels as computed by for-
mula 11 in Chapter 2. Since a nominal 8 percent,
interest rate is used to compute Solar costs, the

conventional- fuel costs are adjusted by a 5
percent inflation rate for the 20-ygar equipment

'lifetime. The adjustment_ factor D in formula 11 is
computedpn this basis. No increases in the"real"
costs of aids are assumed in computing the
conventional heating energy costs.

Figure 11 contains,the information of Table 6
using bar graphs fqr each city placed near the
location of this city on a map of the United States.,
The height of each bar indicates the level of the
minimum average cost andthenumber 4bove the
bar ind:Vates the value of the solar fraction at the -

minimum point. Conventional fuel costs are
indicated .by dashed lines drawn at the proper
revel to show cost in dollars per million BTU of
heat. Whenever one of the three cases results in a
bar with height less than some dashed line, solar
heating is potentially less expensive than heating
with the fuel associated with the dashed line.
When that fuel is the only viable alternative to
solar heating and when a solar heating system is
installed, a savings will result over thelifetime of
the equipment.

Table 6: Minimum Average Solar Energy Costs Compared With Conventional Fuels

Adjusted Conventional
Fuel Costs (6/108 BTU) TypiCal Performance Advanced Deiign

Yearly
Heating
,LoOs

1166 BTU) Elec. ,Oil Gas

Solar
Fraction
at Min.

Av.
Solar
Cost

.6/1.95 BTU

Case I Case II

Solar
Ffac ion
at Min.

Av.
golar
Cost

03op--

8/106 BTU

Case III

.

Albuquerqu;X.M. 97 11.4 4.9 0.85 12.2 9.3 0.96 65
Atlanta, Ga. 75 8.4 6.3 2.5 0.71 18.5 14.1 6.87' 93 .

Boise, Idaho 122 7.7 4.5 059 13.7 10.5 0.80 6.6
Boston, Mass. 119 17.7 7.2 6.3 0.50 19.0 ;14.5 0.74 8.3
Chartdston, S.0 58 12.9 7.1 4.3 0.85 19.8 15.1 0.99 10.5
Cleveland, Ohio 126 7.8 6.6 3.2. 0.40 18.7 14.3 0..68 8.4
Grand Junction, Cblo 117 9.7 1.5 0.65 12.0 9.2 0.80 6.0'
Indianapolis, Ind 117 10.3 6.4 2.8 0.40 19.4 14.8 0.70 9.2
Lincoln, Neb. 128 6.D Z9 0.60 '14,3 11.0 0.85 6.7
Los Angeles, Calif. 52 3.(7 0.80 168 12.5 0.96 9.5
Madison, Wis. 154 8.8 , 6.4 a'2 0.58 13.9. 10.7 ° 0.74 6.3
Miami, Fla 25 13.2 2.5 0.5 26.0 19.3 1.00 168
New York, N.Y 106 30.7 7.1 8.4 0.45 19.3 14.5 0.80 8.6
Oklahoma City, Okla. 85 7.5 2.0 0.77 15.3 11.7 0.90
Phoenix, Ariz. 48 11.5 3.2

,

0.86 17.9 13.4 101
Rapid City, S.D., 147 58 2.8 '0.60 10.8 8.2 0.85' 5.3
San Antonio, Texas 48 8.3 ZO 0 70 20.0 15.6 0.85 11.4
Santa Maria, Calif. 74 9.7 3.7 0.77 12.8. 9.6 0:90 7.0
Seattle, Wish. 103 .4.5 4.9 0.47 20 0 15.5 0.63 9.4 '
Washington, D.0 94 1Z7 7.1 5.4 0.59 17.7 13.5 0.80 8.5',

V
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C". MINIMUM AVERAGE SOLAR ENERGY COSTS
RESIDENTIAL HEATING 41/106 J3TO

SEATAE

20

10

2Q

0 47

10- 63

It
1

.59 7/goisE 20
59

80-E
G

20

RAPID 'CITY
CLEVELAND

40

I
.75

10 .78 E
""-" 20

SANTA MARIA

I Il
I II E "), . ALBUQUERQUE

- -20

PHOENIX 20 7°

OKLAHOMA ,

.

I Il
INDIANAPOLIS 4 it

20.71

I AlIl \\
LOS ANGELES

. .

EXPLANATION:

SOLAR FRACTION
FOR MIN. AVE.

COST

I 11 IR

CASE

CONVENTIONAL
HEATING COSTS:

Electricity
Fuel' Oil
Natural Gas

(s.

March 1976

CASE I' - 1975, Costs
CASE P..-- Mau Production
CASE S - Mau Produchan phis

collector improvers.:

Figure 11. The heights of the bars show the minimum point on the'solar average,bost duries. The horizontal dashed II are
conventional heating costs adjusted for inflation. Solar heating-cal-the cheaper than a partial alternativewh en the ba over
than the dashed line When this occurs. the optimal solar'fractkon is somewha(greater than the solariractipn thaty bids the

---..,,,...
. minimum average cost. I ,l. . -,___:__ tn, -
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Table 7 shows the percentage composition of
the minimum average cost for each cap. It has
been found that the composition varies only
lightly. across 'the range of cities. This

breakdown of costs shows which cost 'com-
ponents are responsible for most of the total cost,

. and it enables the reader to speCulate further on
'the effects of changes in the values of these costs.

Table 7: Cost Compo nents as Percentages of Average Cost

Casp -Material Labor Marketing Engineering
I 31% 18% 40°o 116/0'
n 39% 19% 40010 2?/0III 35% 24% 38%' 3%

The greatest sa vings is' achieved by sizing the
system so that the marginal solar energy cost is
equal to the alternative fuel energy cost. This size
is found b constructing a marginal cost cuOe as
describ n Chaptert. Thd solar fractionhat is
associat with the pptimal system size can be
iis`4cl to estimate the total collector area, the total
capital cost of the solar equipment, and the total,
annual heating cost. Note that the optimal size is
strongly dependent on the assumption concern-

, ing fu 11.1.re conventional fuel price increases.
Moreover, whenever solar heating is economical,
the optimal solar fraction will be somewhat
greater than the solar fraction at minimum
average solar cost.

Price Increases

Since no increasesln-the "real" costs of fuels
are assumed in computing the conventional

.

energy costs, the Comparisons obtained from
Table 6 and Figure 11 are only initial coin-
pari; sons. The comparisons change' when
assumptions are made concerning "real" pric
increases or inflation rates that differ from I
expected, long-term average inflation rate used
to compute interest,rat es. For example, if the cost
of elearic resistance "heating in Charleston is
assumed to increase at a "real" rate (in excess of.
inflation) of 2 percent per year, the Aljusted
lifetime energy cost for electricity is $15.5/106
BTU rather than the $12.9/106 BTU figure
obtained when no real increase is assumed. The
minimum, average'Case II solar heating energy
cost in Charleston is $15.1/106 BTU. Thus, when
a 2 percent real increase in Chariest on's electrici-

.0

ty pricy, is asstrined, solarh-eating,is economical,
whereas witholit .the ase. it is; riot.economical. :

,

Increases ih the cost of solar equipment due to
increasing material and labor costs do not enter
into the comparisons above because tter the
solar equipment is purchased and installed, the
owner is immune lb' the effects of any price
increas&However, when comParisons are made
for purchases thaeoccur sometime in the future,
these price changes are relevant. If the solar.
heating System in Cliarlesion, in the example
above is to be purchased in 1978, the expected
increase in`case II costs between 1975 and 1978
must be incorporated into the comparison. If the
system is purchased in 1980, Case 11,1 costs may
be mt appropriate, and the expected price
increase between 1975 and 1980 must be used.
These cost adjustments for futurepurchases are
necessary because Case 11 and Case III costs are
haiedson 1975 material and labor cats. It should
be noted, though, that valid comparisons of
future purchases can be made without these
adjustments if it is assumed that the costs of
material and labor for solar equipment increase
at the same rate as conventional fuel costs during
the period between 1975 and the 'purchase data.,

Tableo8 shows the annual petcentage "real"
increases in the prites of conventional fuels that
are necessary to make solar heating economically

, feasible. The percentage increases are calculated
y first .finding the constant annual rate of

increase in the price of each conventional fuel
that is necessary throughout the 20-year lifetime
to make the coniventional energy cost equal to the :-
minimum average solar energy cost for bothase
II and Case III. This number is the same as "e" in
Chapter.2. The "real" rate; given in Table VIII' is
then found by substracting the 5 percent inflation
rate from."e."

Note that Else 11 solar heating '#an be com-
petitive with electricity in 5 out 4,020 cities wi
no "real" increase and in 9 put of 20 cities witti 2
'percent "real" increase. Case III solarheatin an
be competitive with electricity in 13 out of 20
cities with no "real"incre,alse and in 17 out ,of 20
cities with a..2 percent "real increase. In addition
CaseIIISolar heating will be competitive with.oil
heating ip 1 out of 8 cities with no "real" increase
and in 3 .out of 8 cities with a 2 percent' "real"
increase,
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Tab Conventional FLO Annual "Reel" Price !nee ases

Annual Percentage "Real" Increases in Fuel Prices Necessary For the Economic Feasibility of
Case II and Case III Solar Heating ("feasible" indicates that no)ncreaSe is necessary)

City Case Electricity (0/0) Oil ( %) Gas (%)

Alburcruercgie, N M I I feasible 6 5.
, Ill feasible 3 0'

Atlanta, Ga, II 53 8.1 166
10 Al 13.0

Boise, Idaho II 2 8 84fe. .
.

III feasible

Boston, Mass ..... : . ... II feasible
. III feasible .

Charleston, SC II 1 7

III feasible

I C.

Is ,
42

7 1 8.4
1 6 2 9

7 7" 12.3 :
4 2 9 0

7 8 14.3'
26 96

17 0
.13 2

ty 8A 160
3 8 11 8

''' 12.8
8.4

12.0
,, , 9.5

5.3 11 8

feasible 6.8

. ° 19.3
181 .

7 3 5 6
- 2 1 0 a .

16 7
132

'13 8
79,

108 s.
6.6

0 19.2
165

9 6,

6.6

11 3,
66 '

6.6 9.2
2 0 4 8

Cleveland, Ohio I I 6,2

III 08

Grand Junction, Colo II feasible
feasible

Indianapolis, Ind ..... . . II 38
III -, feasible

Lincoln, Neb . II 62

s
...-----.. III , 1.2 ''.

Lo Angeles, Calif , II ,-, 0 2
III feasible ,

, Madison. Win ..... .. 2 2

III feasible...
Miami. Florida II 4 0

III 26

'New York, N Y II feasible
Ill fe.Aible

Oklahoma City. Okla II 4 6

I III 04

Phoenix, Ariz II 1,6

III , feasible

Rapid City, S D II 3.6
III feasible

San Antonio, Tex .. . ..... II 65
IIF 34

Santa Maria, Calif ..... fe'asible
Iti feasible

Seattle, Wash II 12.2

III 7.6

Washington. D C II 0 6
III feasible
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Examples of Optimally Sized Systems:
`Three Cities -

Three cities, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, and
Washington,' D.C. are chosen for a closer ex-
amination of solar heating sy stem characteristics
and costs, and fot economic comparisons with
electric resistance heating in each city. Marginal
cost curves-have been constructed for Case 11 and
Case III solar heating systems on a typical4smgle
family residence in each city. The Case.11 system
is assumed to be purchased' in 1977. Hence, all
costs are inflated to reflect evpected 1977prices.
The Case III systen is assu ed to be purchased
in 1980 and costs are Il ise inflated to reflect
expecled 198Q prices.

Two scenarios are treated. Scenario I assumes
that there will be no "real" increase in the price of
electricity during the 20-year lifetime othe solar
equipment. Scenario II assumes that there will be
a 2 percent annual "real" increase in the price of-
ele4tricily ti ing the 20-year.penod.u(

aWhenever so ar heating is economically feasi-
ble, the optimal solar, fraction is found by
locating od the marginal cost curve. t he point
where marginal costs aresqual t.6 the ktliusted
heating energy cost of electricity. The ikstalla-
don of a solar heating and auxiliary system with
the corresponding optimal collector size will
provide heating to the home at a cost which is, on

the average,4ower than that possible with any
other collector size. Whegever solar heating is riot
economically feasible, it is assumed in the
exampled presented here that a system is built to
supply the solar fraction which yields ?fie

minimum average cost. In these cases, a negative
savings or an economic loss results if a'solar
heating system is built. `

The results of calculations for the two .
scenarios in the three cities are shown in Table 9.
Note that the occurrence of savings and losses
correspontk,exactlild the economic feasibilit
indicators for these three cities to Tables 6 an
and in Figure 11. Recall that the optimal s l'ar
fractions are average % (dues. This means that for
a CaSe III system in Los Angeles, a system with
an average solar rractiurf of 1.0 pros ides, on the
average, 52 million BTU per y ear. An auxiliary
unit is still required because certain years-wll
have heating loads atater than 52 million BTU.
However, if a homeowner in Los Angeles is
willing to eolerate a few uncomfortably cool days

or risk the occurrence of several cloudy and cold
days, some additional savings can be realized by
installing,bIlle or no auxiliary equipment.

Under the most fa% orable conditions for solar
laming treated here (Case Ill under Scenario II),
substantial annual SdN, in-gs result when solar
equipment is installed. However, under t+ie least

' fa% orable conditions treated here (Casell under
Scenario I) sizeable losses can occur. These
losses can also be interpreted as "being the
subsidy that would be required to motivate a
person.lo Purchase a solar heated home under the
conditions of Case II and Scenario I when
electricity is the only a% ailable cons entional fuel.
A similar int4rpretation applies whenever it is
found that under certain conditions solar heating
is not economically feaiible.

(

"Do It Yourself" Possibilities For Retrofits

Home owners in America often avoid much of
the cost of home improvements by doing mow. or
the labor-themselves. If mass ,produced solar
equipment, is designed for retrofit installations
and sold in kit form, substantial savings can be
realized. Labor costs can be reduced to the cost of
collector assembly. Moreover, . much of the-
marketing expense is eliminated since d building
contractor is boi required.

For example, if Case III casts show'n in Table 5
are reduced to $1300 _for the sc'ops...9nt material
component and $4.00 per stpere foot for the
variable component. a 600 square foot system
costs $3700 whereas the' cost of a commercially
installed Case III system is $7123. In this case,
"do it yourself" possib. es represent a potential
cost reduction of as muc as 48 percent:

32

Additional Considerations for Cooling

A solar cooling system requires almost all of
the equipment in a solar heating system plus
additional equipment for air conditioning. Thus,
it is altiltxt always desirable to design a cooling
system to provide heating as well. It is ar=
propriate, therefore, to consider the economic
analysis of solar cooling as. an,extension'of the
analysis for heating.
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Table 9: 3 City Comparison ofSolar Heating With Electric Resistance Heating

or

Cased) System Purchased in 1977 (1977 Dollars) , Case III System Purchased in 1980 (1980 Dollars)

Uniform Uniform
Optimal Solar Annual Annual' Discounted

Optimal' Collector Capital Solar Elect. Annual
Solar Siie Cost' Cost, Cost3 Savings'

Cities Fraction (FT2) . ($) ($/Year) ($/Year) ($/Year)

, Optimal
Optimal Collector
Solar Size

Fraction (FP)

Solar
Capital
Cost'

($)

Unifoin
- AnnUal

Solar
Cost,

($/Year)

Uniform
Annual

Elect.
Costs'

($/Year)

Discouhted
Annual

Savings'
($/Year)

1) Scenario I: 5%Annual Rate of inflation, 0'o Annual Rate orReal" Electricity Rate Increases .
Indianapolis 0.45 434 . 8486 1596 1327 -269 0.67 600 9091 -1434 1537 103
Los Angela's 0.82 198 5977 737 704 -33 1.0 , 240 620 645 816 171
Washington, 0.0 b.59 '398 8103 1368 1321 -47 0.90 597, 9068 1078 1529 451
2) Scenario II: 5%Annual Rate of Inflation, 2°Io Annual Rate or RearElectricity Rate Increases
'Indianapolis 0.45, 434 8486 1779 1660 -1.1* ;'`,.,0.73 .752 10.261.4° 1596 2034 438
Los Angeles ' 0.85 221 6218 . 766 881 ,*. 115 ,.:19 240 6,320 645 1079 434
Washington, D C.- ass ' 474 8912 1487 1652 165 0.97 800 10,630 1145 2024 879

4

a

4,

* ,
9

'fIncludes material, labor, marketing, and engineering costs for solar collector and storage unit
'Uniform annual cost of solar collector and storago unit (annual solar fuel.:'cost) plus theaniveal cosl of
auxiliary electric resistance heating based on a discounfrate of 8% for a period of 20 years and adjusted
for 5% annuli! inflation

' Uniform annual cost of electneity for electric resistants heating based on a discount fate of 8% for a
-period of.20 years and adjusted for annual inflation

Savings are associated wit4 solar heating Negative savings indicate the subsidy necessary to make
solar heating economically competitive with electricity

40
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Electric Utility Load Factors .

,4

Solar cooling has a physical advantages over

,Solar heating since the periods of time with the

'greatest cooling requirements (sunny summer
days) are the periods with the greatest availabili-

. ty of solar radiation. Currently; in,many southern

locations, electric utility companies experience

poor annual load factors (the ratio of the annual

peak lOad to the annual average load) because

great amounts of electricity are required for_ air.

conditioning for only a portion of each yea

Thus, the large generating equipment that is built

to.supply this peak load is idle during much of the

year. This situation presents serious economic
An owner of a homein Atlanta who desires"

problems for utility companies since large
both heating and air conditioning in his home

< portions of their capital ,investment do not might wonder hoW the addition of cooling

generate revenue during much of the year.. i
equipment to a-400 ft2 solar system will affect the

economic feasibility. The resultsof an economic

Extensive use of solar cooling on new home feasibility study are dependent on assumptions

constructiorr.in such-areas would reduce the 4
concerning-the cost of solar cooling equipment,

growth in the electric peak load and thereby the performance of the equipment, and the cost of

lessen the, requirempnts for construction of alternative air conditioning systems. The follow-

additional generating' 'units.. The greatest con-4, in ',example for Atlanta assumes values for solar'

tribution from solar cooling. would occur on hot cooling performance criteria and for the cost of

sunny days-when the electricity demand dile to electric air conditioning. Economic feaSibility is

conventional air conditioning is greatest. Thus, , then expressed in-terms of the greatest amount

.the'
peak is smoothed out by contributions from that the additional equipment solar cooling

solar energy, and load factors are increased. A may cost for ,solar cooling to 'be as cheap as

simple calculation shows that the construction of electric air conditioning:

5000 solar cooled homes"each with a solar air .

conditioning unit providing _three tons of Assumptions ,and Calculations

refrigeration eliminates the need for about 50,

megawatts of peak generating capacity at ti- -..,-
Performance Assumptions:. LIG& ft2 of high

local utility company.
efficiency collector (Case III),area and a three tort

absorptipn air conditioner is assumed to provide,-

It is importakit to note, though, that the ,.ontheaverage, 50 'percent of the annual cooling

individual building owner will have his own load. It i4 also assyned that with a three ton air'

economic interests in mind when deciding' conditioner having a coefficient of performance

whether or not to install solar cooling equipment. of 2.3, 1200 hours of operation are required each

If solar cooling is more expensive than electric air - year in Atlanta to maintain' a comfortable indoor

conditioning, it is'not likely that he will choose to temperalure. ,
,.

lose money in order to 'help the local utility
.

company solve its _peaking problems. Thus, in ' Electricity Price Assumptions: Two electricity

areas where solar cooling is not econoinical for
ppice increase scenatiOs are hypothesized which

individual buildings, the peak smoothing advan-
are the same as thoseused in the solar heating

tagei- of solar .cooling ,can. be realized only
examples in Table IX. Scenario I: Five percent

through:a subsidy to building owners. The utility
annual rate of inflation, zero percent annual rate

companies might find it advantageous to con- of "real"' electricity rate increases. Sbenarid 11:

tribute to such a subsidiiation plan if the cost of Five percent annual rate of inflation, two percent

the contribution is less than the loss incurred
annual rate of."real" electricity rate increases.

from addinnenerating capacity. Other Assumptions: The system, is to be

purchased in 1980. The cost of purchasingpand

34
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An' Example: Solar Heating and

Cooling In Atlanta

Consider a combined solar healing and cooling

sOtem with 400,ft2 of, collector area on a home in

Atlanta. The solar heating performance curve for

Atlanta in Appendix A shows that a Case HI

solar, heating system of this size can provide, on

the average, 87 percent of t-he annual heating load

of 75 million BTU. Table ,8 shoWs that solar

heating is not economically feasible in Atlanta

when compared with electric resistance heating

unlesg the "real" price of electricity increases at

an annual rate Of at least one percent.
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installing the alternatix-e three ton electric air
conditioner is $1000 in 1975. Also, electric
resistance heating is used, so that the home is"alr
elecfrioi".

The unform annual costs of both the electric
and solar systems is fuund-itsingfarraul ,

Chaptei- 2:1117e-annualized initial expense of the
equipment for an electric air conditioner in 1980
is found to be $130 per year assuming annual
inflation of 5 percent and an interest rate of 8
percent. The uniform annual operating expense
of the electric air conditioner is found to be, in
1980 dollars, $202 per year under Svenarioi and
$267 per. year under Scenario II. Similarly, the
uniform annual operating expense of the electric
resistance heater is found to begin 100. dollars,
$808 per year under Scsenario I and $1070 per
year under Scenario II.

Formula 12 which follows directly from
Formula 615 used to determine the capital cost of
solar cooling equipment which equates the
uniform annual cost of solai heating and coorig
with the dnif ur m annual cost of electric heating
and cooling.

Ma x mum
Feasible

Cost of
Solar Cooling
Equipment

(Clionistf oorfmEAlenbctruical

Heating and
Air Conditioning

The capital cost of a solar 'heating sy stem
purchased in 1980 under Case III assumption's is
$7552. The uniform annual cost of auxiliary
electricity for both heating and cools g is $26
per year under Sce;ario I and $273 per ar under
Scenario II, both in 1980 dollars.

With the assumptions Idarout abox, Formula
12 is used to determine that the c dximum
feasible cost of purchasing and
cooling equipment in 1980 is $1605 under
Scenario l'_and $414 under Scenario II. In 1975
dollors,"thesp costs are equix,dent to $12.58 under
Scenario I and $3255 under Scenario II. The
estimate in Chaptet 2 of the actual cost of adding
solar equipment in 1975 is 3583. Thus, under the
assumptions presented ere, a combination of
lower solar cooling eq merit costs and higher
electricity prices is necessary fur solar cooling to
become economically feasible,in Atlanta. A more
detailed and accurate assessment of the economic
feasibility. of combined solar heating and cooling

requires an accurate performance model for solar
cooling and better estimates .of the purchasing
and installatiudcosts of solar cooling equipment.

National Security, Environmental, and'
-L _Institutional Considerations: The Role of

the Public Sector

The feasibility anddesirability of using solar
energy for heating and cooling a building is
dependent on other factors besides technical and
economic contingencies. Several considerations
exist whichmay influence a building owner to act
in a manner which is not normally cost effective
when choosing a climate control system. Also,
the institutional arrangements that exist -in the
locality of the building-may act to encourage or
inhibit the installation-of solar equipment. The
actions of the public sector of the economy,
comprised of the Federal, State, and local

ernments: dust be considered since their
effectg on economic conditions can be con-
siderable. These issues are summarized here to
show that a strictly -economic assessment is

AUnnnifuoarm

Cost of 4,

Solar
Auxiliary
Fuel f

(Capital.
Recovery
Factor
(0102)

Capital
Cost of

- Solar
Heating)
System

a

[12]
tom-

inadequate

,
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to Judge the feasibility or potential
for utilizing solar energy.

When a building is heated or cooled with a
properly designed solar system, the ocoupants
can be fairly sure that ti fraction of the total load
approximately equal to the solar fraction will be
delkared by the solar. equipment during most
years. Also,..once the solar system is purchased
and installed, the cost of the solar energy does not
increase. Until recent years, conventional fuels
such as oil, natural gas, and electricity have also
been reliable sources of energy with fairly stable
prices. Recently, though, crises conditions have
caused all fuel prices to.increase considerably. In
addition, fuel oil has required rationing, natural
gas suppliers hate curtailed supplies to many
cities, and electric utilities have experienced'
"brown outs." The occupants of buildings utilizs
ing solar energy for most of the heating or cooling
supply are protected ffom shortages and price
increases which threaten the cogAfort of 0G-
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cupants of buildings utilizing cons entionalfuels.
Fuel price and supply fluctuations effect only

part,I., -4 the load, parried the auxiliary
system.

The measure of security obtained by occupants'
of solar' heated and cooled buildings will be
translated into increased national l'ecurity if
solar equipment is installed on a large portion of
the Nation's buildings. The scenario's for solar '
development and growth presented in Chapter I
show that if high levels of growth occur, solar
energy can supply a quantity of energy
equivalent to several million barrels of oil pei
day. This quantity of energy would be supplied
from a secure source .that is not, subject to
depletion or embargo. a

The conversion of solar energy into energy for
heating and cooling is a process which is
essentially pollution free. If solar equipment
replaces a large portion of the heating and cooling
Toad currently supplied by conventional fuels, air
'Pollution problems will be reduced in areas
where oil furnaces are prevalent. In addition,
IteatiRg 'and air conditioning will Be less respon-
sible for the pollution problems caused by
electric power generation.

When comparing the cost orsolar heating and
cooling with conventional heating and cooling on
a dollar per unit of energy basis, the security and
environmental benefits of solar energy can be
accounted by adding to the conventional fuel cost
an additional cost reflecting the. cost of insecure
fuel supply and environmental pollution, The
addition of this extra cost will improve the,cost
comparison in favor of solar energy y increasing
the optimal solar fraction if soli is already
economical or by raising the conventional fuel
line to a level which is closer to the minimum
point on the solar cost curve if it is not
economical.

It should, be noted, though, that the owner of a
single building has little incentive Jo consider
national security or environmental protection
when deciding whet r not to install solar
equipment. He will, ho ver, value the comfort
and ,economic security f the building's oc-
cupants so he may include he cost of an insecure
conventional 'fuel supp when considering
Li

which type of system to use. National security
and environmental preservation are the respon-
sibility of the public sector. -The Federal and
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State governments can take advantage of the
national security and environmental benefits of
solar energy by:encourasing the building ownel:.2
te) install solar eqUipmpnt. This can:be-don,e by '11

forcing the buildingowner to account for the true I

cost of conventional fuels through Upward price
regulation of these fuels and/or by subsidizing
the purchase of the equipment. This subsidy can
occur in the form of a low interest loan, a tax
dedtiction, or a grant

Gov ernmen can also 1p to lower solar costs
by investing mo ey in sq ar research,'develop-
ment: and demonstration. Cases II and III of the
cost curses show the improvements in economic
feasibility possible with mass production and
collector improvements. The Federal Energy
Research -and Development Administration
(ERDA) has developed plans to support a large
number of demonstration projects requiring
much equipment which may Stimulate private
prpducers to develop mass production techni-
ques. Research is also supported for the develop-
ment of high efficiency collectors which may
result in the production of an Improved, lower
cost collector (23,24).

This disCussion of public sector involvement
has focused on the initiation of new government
programs that will encourage the use of solar
energy. However, existing arrangements in
governments and other institutions qf ten present
barriers toheuse of the sun's energy. Legal codes
and institutions in this Nation have built up
arm' nd an ener4 supply system based on the use
of highly concentrated forms of energy such as
petroleum aird natural gas. Distribution of this
energy to residential'and commercial buildings is
accomplished by using pipelines or wire cables.
which can be flexibly routed to connect almost
any building to the energy source. When this
concetittated energy is used for low temperature
heating and c2oling purposes, it is converted to a
lower grade of energy in the form of heat.

Solar energy, on the other hand, is distributed
naturally in the 'form of low grade heat energy.
Concentration of solar energy for use in the more
conventional ways is accomplished only by using
elaborate focusing apparatus. Direct use of
naturally distributed solar energy presents legal
and institutional problems that are not en-
cou'ritered in the use of conventional fuels.
Several studies, have been ..

and are being con-
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'ducted through the support of the National
.Science Foundation, ERUA, and other agencies to
assess, the nature of these problems and to
suggest solutions. Some of the problems are due
to the nature of the energy form, such as the
requirement for unobstructed air space ahoy e the
collector and the capital intensity of the installa-
tion. Other problems exist because the concept is
new to most people,'and new arrangements are
required within city governments, the building
construction industry;' and the companies that
supply auxiliary fuels.

It is imperative that the collectors for solar
installations in the United States have an
unobstetld view of the southern sky. This
requirement eliminates many locations as sit-es
for solar buildings because of natural or man-
made structures that block- the sunlight. 'This
problem can be encountered in mountainoi
regions and in cities where highrise structures
are.numerous. Sometimes specialstructures fan
be used to' locate the collectors away from
shadows, but the expense Involved may be
considerable. .

Even if a location has easy access to sunlight, a
potentilr exists if adjacent property is
owned by another person: Under existing legal
arrangemepits, the owner of the adjacent property
has the freedom to plant trees and build struc-.
tures withdut regard for the sunlight that will be
blocked. Widespread use of solar energy would
require that laws be set down establishing the
right,of a property owner to receive sunlight on
his property. Existing zoning laws concerning
the height of structures need to be modified to
limit the construction of structures which block
sunlight and to allow the construction of struc-
tures which enable access to sunlight (4).

Property taxes Lan create another barrier to
widespread solar energy use (4). The addition of
several thousand dollars worth of solar equip-
ment to anitulding increases the value of the
building for tax assessment purposes. Such a tax
adds to boththe constant and varying cost
components of the solar quipment. These cost
additions in turn raise th average cost per unit of
energy, eidversely affecting the comparison with
conventional fuels. Modification of tax laws to
exempt solar equipment from property tax
assessment would eliminate tills, impediment.,
Tax laws can be further modified to encourage

solar installations by reducing the taxes paid by
owners of solar heated afid!or cooled buildings.
Such incentives can be conveyed through Federal
and State taxes such as income and sales taxes as
well as through local property taxes. An existing
law which can improve the economics oL, solar
heating and cooling involves deduCting from
'income taxes the interest paid on the loan used to
purchase the equipment.

Another problem resUlting from the large
capital requirement and alsofrom the newness of
solar energy is the reluctance of financial
institutions to provide purChasing money at, low
interest rates and long amortization periods. The
annualized costs for the average cost curves for
residential solar heating were generated using an
interest rate of-'13, percent and an amortization
period of 20 years. This type of loan can be
obtained in 197'5 for the purchase of a home. If the
bank can be convinced of the reliability and fuel
savikig' potential, of solar heating and cooling
systems, the same rates should apply to the solar
equipinent. If, however, the banker insists on a
10.year amortization period, the average cost per
million BTU istincreased by 46 percent. On the
other hand, loan. terms can prOvide another
avenue for public sector. involvement in the
encouragement of-sola development through a
mechanism which has been used extensively: the
government guaranteed low interest loan. If the
interest on the 20-year loan used in the three
scenarios is reduced from. 8 percent to 4 percent
through enactment of a Federal or State program,
the ayerage cost per MillionBTU is reduced by 28
percent. This savings actually represents a

transfer' of income from the general public -to
those who' choose to,make use Lif solar energy.

Anollier institutional problem involves the
labor 'requirements for the installation of solar
equipment (4). The division of tasks among the
different groups of laborers involved in building
construction is well ,defined for conventionally
heated and cooled buildings. 'Agreements exist
among, the various construction, labor unions
concerning which types Of labbrers (carpenters,
sheet, metal' workers, plumbers, roofers, etc.)
should perform each task. It is uncertain, though,
which type of workers should perform the tasks
involved in assembling a solar heating and
cool ing 'syst em. For example, conflicts mayilrise
4164 ween the roofers' and plumbers' unions over
the responsibility for installing water-type
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collectors that replace the roof/ structure of a
home. Work sharing ryies must be orked out
through agreements between labor unions, or, if
necessary, thrdugh Statq and Federal labor
relations legislation befote widespread construc-
tion of solar installations can occur. If
agreements are reached at an early date, training
prograins on solar construction practices can be
started within the unions to facilitate the
transition from conventional fuels to solar
energy for-heating and cooling.=

11-

Suppliers of conventional fuels, such as
natural gas distributors and electric pow er
utility companies, may be adversely affected by
concentrated development of solar heating and
cooling in their sere ice areas, Utilization of solar
energy can potentially reduce the load grow th of
these suppliers if solar equipment is installed on
newly constructed buildings. How ek et, a reduc-
ed rate of load growth is desirable for some
suppliers, such as gas companies faced with
curtailed supplies and utility companies with
overtaxed generating facilities.

- On the other hand, if a solar installation is built
to depend on these same suppliers for the source
of auxiliary energy,' load factor problems
resulting from high pealk loads might be exacer-
bated rather than aliek iated. For example, if a
large number of buildings in on area reciek
most of their heating energy frorn,the sun, the
average load of the local natural gas supplier
mould be much low er than the toad that would
exist if all the buildings used natural gas.
However, gall of these buildings depend on
natural gas for auxiliary energy. a long period of
sunless days would require a peak level of gas
supply much larger than the al erage supply. This
requirement might exceed the ability of the gas
supplier to prokide gas at a sufficient pressure.

The problem can be more acute for an electric
utility w hen electric heating is used extensively
as a solar auxiliary fuel. This buiden placed on
fuel suppliers .might motivate them to charge
excessive rates to customers using their energy
source as a solar auxiliary in order to receive an
appropriate return on the investment -required
for trapsmission and generation facilities. Thus,
the helpful effects of 'solar coolius on peaking
problems might be offset by th problem of
supplying auxiliary energy to solar heating
systems.

One solution to the peaking problem might be
the use of peak Pricing to encourage solar
equipment owners to charge their storage units
during hours that the energy demand from
cons entional loads is low,. Another solution is
pros iding a tank at the solar installation for
storage of a 'petroleum fuel to be used for
auxiliary energy on a continuous basis or during
periods that create peaking problems for elec-
tricity and natural gas suppliers.

In order to place the economic assessment of
solar heating and cooling in its proper perspec-
tik e. this section has discussed the range of other
considerations that are necessary to judge its
feasibility and desirability. These considerations
involve and depend on the actions of Federal,
Mate, and local governments and institutions.
National security and environmental preserva-
tion considerations may justify the involvement
of the gok ernment in cteating new programs and
modifying in titutional arrangements to en-
courage the development and utilization of solar
energy. The proper degree of involvement is
dependent on the attractiveness of other new

*forms of energy utilization which also provide
benefits to the public when replacing deplet able

wand p011uting, energy sources.
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APPENDIX h

1975 hCosts of-Conrentiotial
Heating 'Fuels in the 20.Cities

I

Table: 1975 Costs of Conventional Heating Fuels

4

,Average* Fuel Copt ($/106 BTU)

City Electricity Oil
f

Gas .

Albuq argue, New Mexico 7.4 - 3.2
Atlant Georgia. 5.5 4.1 1.6
Boise, aho 50 - 2.9 p

Boston, assachusetts 115 4.7 4.1
Charleston, South Carolina 8.4 4.6 2.8
Cleveland. Ohio 51 , 4.3 21
Grand Junction, ColoradO 63 - 10
Indianapolis, Indiana .. I 67 4.2 1.8
Lincoln, Nebraska 39 1.9
Los Angeles. California 8.0 - 24
Madison. Wiscarisin ts'.7 4.2 2.1
Miami, Florida ,t 8.6 - 1.6

..,New York, New York 20.0 4.6 5.5
Oklahoma City:Oklahoma 4.9 - 1.3
Pheonix, Arizona 7.5 - 2.1
Rapid City, South Dakota 38 - 1.8
San Antonio, Texas 5.4 - 1,3
Santa Maria, California 63 - 24'
Setttle; Washington 229 32
Washington, D.0 8.3 4.6 3.5

Thesecost numbers repretent the average amount that would be paid per unit of heat energy received
for each fuel Forn ce efficiencies of 67% for gas. 62% for oil and 100% for electricity have been used in
the calculation of hese numbers Also, rate steps which lower the unit energy costs with increasing
consumption have been neorporated to compute the aVerages The informatioh foritach fuel was
obtained from - supplier in each city
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